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per-l- he-li- on
Definition:

(Noun) Astronomy, the point in a path of a celestial body nearest
(Noun) Spirituality, the point closest to Christ

to

the

sun

cul-mi-nate
Definition:

(Verb) to reach a climax or point of highest development
(Verb) Astronomy (of a celestial body) to reach the highest point at the
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cu
(Verb)

to

(Verb) Astronomy (of

form

Letters

pieces

fit

reach
a

a

climax

celestial

or

body)

point

words; words flow

together

like

of highest

to reach the

development
highest point at the

into each other to create

fragments

of

a

honeycomb

to

a

meridian

story. Puzzle

form

something

Life, like words or pieces of a honeycomb, is a collection of every
day acts and tiny moments of beauty that culminate in God's perfect
sweet.

plan.

Our lives make little

pieces

create

The

sense

if we

only

focus

on one

part. But

together,

the

lasting beauty.

cross was a

culmination that

most

did

not

understand

at

the time.

Jesus'

earth had reached its climax as, with his dying breath he
proclaimed,
"It is finished."That climax changed every piece of our lives, and now we are all a

ministry

on

part of that story of mercy and grace.
was

For the class of 2017, their years at ORU were a part of that
story. Graduation
the culmination of years of diligence, perseverance and prayers.

Accompanied by
loving family, life-long friends and devoted faculty, they celebrated as their adventure
at Oral Roberts
University reached its summit.
We are all on the path to culmination, all journeying
beyond, even when goals
are reached and a
like
the
never
story ends.just
grace,
journey
truly ends. This book
is a culmination of a journey, documenting the
pieces of the puzzle that made up
a

beautiful year.
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LETTER

all

e

experience

moments

of culmination in

tation after months of research and

end of a

long season;

the climax

ation ceremony after years of

happy

or

sad,

these

This book is

moments

a

study

and hard

good book; a gradu
work-big or small,
era.

culmination. All the

This book is also
as

the end of a

mark a conclusion, the peak of a season, the end of an

long hours, late work nights in the cold,
playlists, many chocolate chip cookies and the

underground office, various Spotify
grace of God brought the tireless efforts
year

at

lives. A final presen
preparation; the last game at the
our

a

culmination for

the editor in chief Though I

from the Perihelion staff to fruition.
These pages are the crown on my first
stepped into this role at the beginning of

me.

only

the

spring semester, the brilliant people on this staff welcomed me as their editor
with open arms and encouraged me, even when I felt
unqualified. They kept me
sane; they produced work far beyond what I could have hoped for; and they make
me

proud

to

present this book.

Thanks to Google, I recently discovered a quote by Native American author
Joseph
M. Marshall III from his book "The Lakota Way: Stories and Lessons for
Living."
He writes, "Success is rarely the result of one fell swoop, but
culmination of many, many small victories."
I've learned that in

our

more

often the

journey to fulfill our calling, we sometimes get so focused on
impatient. We want it almost immediately, and when

that we become

goal
reaching
longer than we expect we get discouraged. I'm guilty of this too, but amidst our
dismay, God is preparing us through "many small victories" for the culmination.
So, to the ORU community, whether you're striving for a win at the end of
a season or a dream career in the field
you've been called to, don't rush the con
clusion. Appreciate the process of becoming who God wants you to be, and the
our

it takes

culmination is

sure to

follow.

Emma Shaw
2016-2017 EIC
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MCQUEEN

Rainwater expresses her
on a white

creativity

board outside her

room.

Rainwater surrounds herself

®

with

pictures of her
family on

friends and

the

On move-in

day, Rainwater carries her necessities in

a

basket, ready to unpack.

walls.

©

Rainwater relaxes in

newly
room.

jars and
finishing

touch

Rainwater's dorm

room.

Plants,

@

her

decorated dorm

items
es

to

mason

are

the

other

of the hottest and

t was one

year. Parents and

A

snow cone

most

prospective students flooded ORU's

truck trilled

out a

festive

tune

while

refreshments, and excited student leaders waited
their

move

belongings

into ORU's dorms.

study groups, students hauled their lives
begin another semester.
"I felt
Hannah

through

campus.
providing fun

help students
Trading summer for
to

their dormitories

to

welcomed from the second I drove up on campus," said
Skinner, freshman international business major. "The welcome
so

incredible and put a huge smile on my face. It got me so
for the year, and I just felt so honored to be here at ORU and

committee

pumped
be

of the school

anticipated days

was

Golden

I

before I got here, but as soon as I
arrived I felt so much peace and excitement."
Whether a commuter who lived in Tulsa or an international stu
a

dent from

Eagle.

was nervous

the ocean, incoming freshmen
schedule full of activities for students.
across

While freshmen students
dents

a

12 COMMUNITY

geared up

began

a new

were

armed with

adventure,

a

senior stu

for their last year.

These students spent the day making their dorm room
home for the last time, all while fondly remembering past

YUBI LEE
© PHOTOS:
Oral Roberts University

DESIGN:

HYE JI BYUN & BROOKLYNN SPILLE

move-in

experiences.

"When I arrived on campus my freshman
year, I was late
because of a wedding and I missed orientation and had to move
in

by myself,"

tional

said Elaine Gibson

Rainwater, senior Interna
Community Development major. "I also missed getting

the bracelets that allowed freshmen to
get into Saga, and I had
to eat
peanut butter sandwiches in my room for the first week."
What might have seemed like a disaster as a freshman turned
into

cherished memory that Rainwater could
laugh over as a senior.
"I expected this season of last times' to be
sad, but the word
a

'

that
is

strongly to mind is 'sweet.' My last lap at 0 RU
Rainwater
said.
just sweet,"
Move-in day, with all of its thrills and chaos, was both the
comes most

beginning
was a

and the

ending of some students' journeys
for
each student to embark upon a
day
of his or her proximity to the finish line.

beautiful

regardless

at

,II

,."

)./,/ ...

,,)

ORU. It

new

season,
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TION·
EMMA

Wen
us

the International Center launched
event, students did

xperience

The

event was

not

have

to

a new cam

travel far

to

Fest,

represented by the international students on campus,"
Ngwarai said. "The event was to do so by providing an experi
ence
through food, dance, art, song, dress etcetera."
Upon arrival, students received passports instructing them
to visit exhibit tables, after
passing through customs, and get
their pages stamped and signed. Each booth featured a differ
ent part of the world such as Africa,
Europe and the Caribbean
Islands. Some booths invited students to try popular foods from
countries

another part of the world. Others
offered the
instruments
from
around
the
play
globe.

After

opportunity

to

16 COMMUNITY

the

evening.
crowd of students

gathered
together.
"I loved showing off my flag and dancing to salsa, because it
something Latinos identify with since it is cheerful and very
was

a

over,

in front of the stage to dance
is

fun

dance, and Latinos are just like that," Xavier Gonzalez,
sophomore marketing major from El Salvador, said.
With the help of Sodexo, Culture Fest provided an excit
ing menu of cuisine from around the world. Students enjoyed
treats like Turkish baklava, churros, bubble (boba) tea, Greek
to

gyros and

peach cobbler. The culture fest encompassed ORU's
a
global campus and to educate students on life in

vision-to be

the

uttermost

"I
of

bounds of the earth.

really loved the idea of an event that showed the diversity

ORU, because

where

filling their passports, students returned to customs
where they received t-shirts and other gifts.
Korean band "Kompany" performed for students, while

accompanied

Before Culture Fest

immersive cultural

experience
for students and staff. Rachael Ngwarai,junior public relations
major
from Zimbabwe, helped the International Center plan the affair.
"The purpose of the event was to educate the students, both
local and international, about the diversity of the cultures of the
an

cultural dance routines, a fashion show and more entertained
viewers. A flag parade showcasing the 90 nations represented at

ORU also

different cultures.

Culture

SHAW

they

show other

come

it

for everyone to show
Gonzalez said. "It feels really good to

was an

from,"

opportunity

people the real truth about your
proud about coming from

what makes you
the world."

PHOTOS: HENRY NINDE & JERRY CADENA
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DESIGN:

culture and show

different parts of

BROOKLYNN SPIU E
...

o

Students

®

Sodexo

©

Rob Goodman smiles

proudly wave the flag
representing their country.

provides

an

exciting menu including
enjoy.

Churros for students to

Mitchelle

as

he tosses kettle corn in the air.

Mwangi, Chev6n Coleman

@

their cultural dress.

®

cultures.

®

Flags

Students from allover campus

and

gather

Rahila Bapetel pose in

to taste food

from all different countries decorate the

area

from other

during

the event.

© Oral Roberts University
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,,"

SA hosts

a

hoedown with

lights, dancing,

cotton

twinkling
candy and a

mechanical bull,

®

A Street Called
an

audience

©

SA

serves

@

Straight performs
during Lime Light.

ORU Students ice

sundaes with

a

variety

SA President Shawn
town

hall

for

cream

of fun

Madison

toppings,
speaks during

a

meeting,

© Oral Roberts University
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SPRING

CELEBRATIONS
20

COMMUNITY

and Brady Flynn enjoy
Philip Anderson
© Oral Roberts University

ice

skating

at the

Freshman Hype Night.

SHAW

EMMA
ith

the

spring
schedules, green
brand-new

semester

came

new

grass, stormy weather and

season

for

exciting

sought out-do themselves again.
Starting off with Spring Club Rush, SA invited

organizations

a

Student Asso

ciation events. After the fun fall

events, SA

class

semester

to

the assorted

on

1hings

Company for free

food, coffee, music and

Another Hype Nite invited freshmen to ice skate
Ice Center.

open-mic
at

karaoke.

the Tulsa Oilers

"Freshman

Hype Nite at Foolish Things was the fun and dis
as I
prepared for the end of the semester," Abbie
freshman
communication
Crick,
major, said. "Hanging out with
friends while singing our hearts out to karaoke was so much fun."
The annual Battle of the Bands came in
February, utiliz
the
in
the
new
Global
ing
stage
Learning Center for the first
time. The recently built Flying Tee in Jenks was the
setting for
Senior Night, where soon-to-be graduates enjoyed free
golf to
celebrate their final semester at ORU. The second
senior-only
event, Senior Skate Night, was all about the '90s, when stu
dents, dressed in their favorite '90s attire, skated the night away
at Broken Arrow Roller
Sports. Block Party also celebrated the
traction I needed

Street Called

Straight performs

at the Foolish

performance

a

of the Bands winner, Eleven:59.
SA also hosted two movie nights in the

Learning
dents

campus to the Hammer Center to recruit new
members and showcase what their clubs were all about. A Fresh
man
Hype Nite brought ORU's newest students to Foolish

Coffee

'90s, along with free tank tops and

Center became

came to

a

private

from Battle

spring. The Global

movie theater when stu

watch the movie, Selma,

to

honor Black

History

Oscar-winning craze, La La Land. For their
event, SA brought back a crowd favorite. Puppies

and the

Month,
final spring
from

a

local animal shelter

came to

help

students de-stress dur

ing dead week, and SA provided pop-tarts and donuts.
"It was a lot of fun and came at a great time," Asia Merri
weather, senior mechanical engineering major, said. "I had tons
of projects, so taking a break to play with puppies was really
needed. I got

They
adopted

were so

The
finals
events

them

to

hold several of them and

playful

even

got

with each other and with

to

us.

walk

one.

Would've

them all in could've."

spring

semester

came

week, graduation

and

students

out

brought

create

Coffee
Things
© Oral RobertsCompany.
University

and

went in a

summer

of their

flash. Even with

approaching, S.Ns
study holes and helped
fast

memories.

COMMUNITY 21

WILDEST
EMMA
began with a glass of milk against a simple white back
drop. Slowly, it was poured out to a peculiar, dreamy tune as
the words, "Rever, coming soon," appeared on screen.
Later, it was a puppy with the words "Homecoming 2016,"
and a date. Then, a lit match, a disco ball and white paint drip

It
ping

from someone's

arm.

dream," was the only clue

"Rever," the French word for "to

as

to

the theme of the student

asso

ciation's

homecoming dance.
body was a little dumbstruck, yet interested,"
Cole Blackwell, junior marketing major and student association
member, said. "The mystery of [the ambiguous ads] made people
"The student

want to

know more about it. Last year,

coming

was

themed, they just

no one

knew it

they went. This year, people wanted
When Sunday night arrived,

to

cared what home

homecoming-so
everything."

was

know

students put on their best
dresses and nicest suits and headed to the Glenpool Confer
ence

on

Center, unaware of what was

to come.

A

man

and

greeted students lined up at the door.
"Come the night of the event, peoples' responses

woman

stilts

dancer performed

graceful routines at the back of the room, and
dancers twirling light-up batons stood on tables. An ice sculp
ture featuring the SA
logo loomed over the middle of the room.
Students lined up to enter the photo booth inside a vintage van,
enjoyed Italian gelato and sparkly donuts, scooped white ched
dar popcorn out of a bathtub and danced beneath the dazzling
colored lights in the middle of the floor.
Perhaps the biggest surprise of the night was an adult Ben
gal tiger.
"When I heard there was a tiger, I got so excited I forgot
about the dance for a moment," Nicole Morgan, junior youth
and family ministry major, said. "It was an amazing experience
to just forget about school and
hang with friends, and I enjoyed
every bit of it from beginning to end."
Blackwell said the idea for homecoming stemmed from
SA's desire to do something 0 RU had never done before. The
result was an evening for students to escape reality and live out
their wildest dreams.

were

my

"They would 'round the corner of
thing,"
the conference center, eyes would light up and jaws would drop."
What they saw was something out of a dream. An aerial

favorite

Blackwell said.

22 COMMUNITY

SHAW
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An adult
a

®

Bengal tiger quickly becomes

crowd favorite at

Candlelight

adds

homecoming.

more

sparkle

to the

magical night.
Cherokee Hill and Allie Broaddus pose

©

for

@

Hartley Royalty and her date, Eric
Blessing, enjoy desserts provided
during the night.

®

pictures

in the

Vintage Wagon

Photo Booth.

Students crowd the

venue

tation underneath the
lig hts.

glow

in celebra
of the

neon

© Oral Roberts University
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Eurydice, played by Taylor Davis, learns the secrets
RobertsAshenhurst.
University
Slater
played ©
byOral

her father,

of

living

in the underworld from

PA I G E

,

hair will be my orchestra, and I love
you,"
Orpheus said to his beloved Eurydice. Taking her
hair in his hands, the
into one anoth
couple

'your

gazed

er's eyes,
eliciting a collective sigh from the audience. So began
an
modern
epic,
retelling of a love that spanned death in 0 RU
Theatre's fall performance.

Written

by Sarah Ruhl, "Eurydice" characterized a Greek
play
putting a few new spins on the story This tragedy
was
typically told from the perspective of Orpheus, the talented
musician who had the misfortune
oflosing his bride to the under
world. ORU's production, however, was told from the
perspective
of Eurydice. Taylor Davis'
interpretation of the role inspired both
giggles and sniffies throughout a crowd held rapt by the story
while

"This

experience

the first time I was ever cast as a lead, and that
alone taught me so much about dedication to a

and

craft," Davis,

was

,

to

my

"To be able
of artists

senior

drama, TV and film

tell this story alongside such
such a humbling experience.

to

was

extremely blessed

a

piece
major, said.

be

a

Eurydice brought to mind many tragic stories-love and
throughout the dialogue. With a distinct perspective
of parental love triumphing over marital love, the performance
centered around the young protagonist who loses her life, only
to find her
long-lost father in the underworld. The talented
musician Orpheus,
Eurydice's husband played by sophomore
musical theatre major Timothy Conn, never lets go of his burn
ing passion to find his lost love. In the end, when faced with the
decision between husband and father, Eurydice chose the latter.
"The story is very much about the relationship between the
father and the daughter, and the love that they had for each
loss woven

other," Slater Ashenhurst,
enhurst

senior theatre

arts

played Eurydice's father, residing in

With

a

bow,

the curtain closed

the talented
on

actors

the saga of a

major,

said. Ash

the underworld.

swept from the stage, and

girl, a boy and the undertaker.

talented group

Honestly, I

to

MCQUEEN

was

just

part of it."

© Oral Roberts University
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Timothy Conn

stars as

Laurie Laurence.

®

Sarah Gaudet and Sarah
Mitchell play the roles of
Josephine and Amy March.

26 COMMUNITY
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PAIGE

he curtain swept back

for ORU Theatre's

packed

auditorium

MCQUEEN

reveal the

backdrop
spring performance to a
during college weekend.
to

The classic story of Little Women, based upon
the novel written by Louisa May Alcott, enter
tained the audience with
The close-knit cast's

chemistry

singing, dancing

friendship

and coherent

was

evident

and
on

hoop

skirts.

stage in their

acting.

being a family with this cast, I believe we
were meant to be in the cast
together," Hope Way, senior
theatre arts major who played the role of Mrs. Kirk in
the performance, said. "We encouraged one another and
helped each other in the best way we could. For the four
years that I have attended this university, this is by far the
Holland, and

followed the transition between adolescence and adulthood
for the four March sisters in

sisters

Meg, played by Jennah Hochstedler, Beth, played by
by Sarah Mitchell,

Katie Osborne and young Amy, played
also unfolded throughout the play.

Romance, of course,

was

bound

following young ladies. It was

a

emerge in a story
delightful and key aspect
to

of Little Women.

"Aside from

best show I have gotten to be a part of."
The play was directed by Professor Laura

story focused most closely upon J 0, an aspiring writer with a
by Sarah Gaudet. The stories of her

rebellious streak, played

Concord, Massachusetts. The

"I loved the

romance

between

John and Meg," Kalyn

Berghoefer, sophomore ministry and outreach major, said.
"It was so sweet and innocent. Their
story is so perfect,
and the actors did an excellent job at
bringing it to life."
ORU's spring semester musical was a nostalgic nod to
a well-loved classic, as well as a
compelling story of family.
"Most musicals merely dabble in entertainment with
out brushing the surface of
depth," Berghoefer said. "Little
Women made me ponder life and restored
hope in me
while simultaneously making me
so
hard
I cried."
laugh

© Oral Roberts University
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Lindy

®

Saunders and Mark

Omokaro enjoy the mystery
of the

night.

Ochanya Ocheola-Oki,

®

Duncan White and
Prada pose for

a

Brianna

quick

group photo.

©

Elise Adelmann attempts to
discover who "murdered"
the victim.

@

Michael Giammarino, Ronald
Parker Jr., Bria King, and Rachel

Seldenrust get into character for
the themed party.

Joseph Green,

28 COMMUNITY

Isaiah

Vazquez,

®

Christina Dewar and Brianna

®

A group smiles at the camera
while having fun at the event.

Prada ponder
culprit.

who could be the

Photos: Yubi Lee

© Oral Roberts University

Design: Brittany

Willcoxon

ABO

MURDER
PAIGE

MCQUEEN

ystery filled the chilly night air as a group ofORU
students

gathered

house. The '80s
teased

outside their

wing-backer's

back with vengeance; hair
and sequins winked beneath the

were

high
porch lights. As couples filed through the front
door, they received an envelope with a sheet of paper containing
was

their

new name

hours, they

two

with

and

role,

would be

as

well

as a

completely

list of secret missions. For
immersed in

an

a

of the party-goers to narrow down which one of their
peers had committed the crime. The living room and kitchen
were crammed full of
people, and the best kind of chaos ensued.

the

acted their part with dedication and humor. It
elaborate game of Mafia."
one

'80s prom

plotline full of mystery and murder.
One of these prom-goers would be "killed," and it would fall

to

"My favorite thing about roommate date was seeing every
one
truly get into their roles," Elise Adelmann, sophomore
international community development and ministry and lead
ership double major, said. "The outfits were hilarious, and I was
able to see sides of people that I had never seen before. Every

Roommate date is

ORU,
a

great

People

made and alliances

Zoe, a wing

formed

to

character,

accusations

were

cups of hot chocolate.
in the Claudius Pricilla dorm, hosted this mur
were

themed

der-mystery
night for the gals

roommate

and their

pals.

to

was a

"totally

tubular"

an

unique and long-held floor tradition at
subtly play matchmaker while having

time.

Michael

one

of the best traditions

Giammarino, junior accounting major,

do fun and

at

ORU,"

said. "You get

quirky stuff with great people. Definitely memo

ries that I'll take with

me

forever."

Most students relished the chance

over

date. It

opportunity

a

like

to

"Roommate date is

rest

buzzed from character

an

was

best friend with that

fix up their live-in
across the aisle at
chapel,
to

boy that sat
seen at
girl
Saga. For the wing, Zoe, the
was a
evening
perfect opportunity to solve both the mystery of
their date and a 1980's murder on prom night.
or

the

© Oral Roberts University

cute

who is often

T

/
.....L

KALYN

BERGHOEFER

University is known as a diverse school,
constantly promoting globalization. From the mis
sion statement encouraging students to "go into all
the world," to the new Global Learning Center,
ORU developed a global community in the center
of the United States. Simply by waJking around campus, students
could hear a variety oflanguages being spoken with multiple back
grounds represented. Just by taJking to another student, it was easy
for people to learn about other cultures.1his community helps fos
ter a unique ORU culture.
Mark Kudrov,junior business management major, described
ral Roberts

one

difference between 0 RU culture and Russian culture.

"Everyone
said. "Back
the street,

here is

so

friendly, open and smiley," Kudrov
walking and someone smiles on

if you're

home,
you'll think, 'Do I look bad?' So I
at

30 COMMUNITY

'S OWN

RE

came

here and

everyone

was

smiling,

so

I

was

like, 'Do I look bad? Is there

something wrong with me? Why is

everyone smiling at me?'"
ORU has a variety of ways for international students to
connect as well. The International Center hosted
many events

throughout the school year, including Tulsa Tours-events
which helped students explore Tulsa.
Although 0 RU is an incredibly supporting, loving community,
international students did have

Oluwasekemi
lent advice

to

Idowu,

effort to get involved.
senior electrical engineering major,
to

make

an

his fellow international students.

"Don't

always stay in your room. Anyway you can, just go out to
events,"Idowu said. "Even if you end up going by yourself, at the end
of the day, just talk to someone. They might look at you weird, but it
doesn't matter; you get to know people at the end of the day. That's
how you get to have friends. Don't stay in your room and watch
Netflix too much. Just go out and make friends with other people."

© Oral Roberts University
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Mark Kudrov and
Idowu and

Tatyana Nduta enjoy conversation

Blessing Ajibero laugh

and

in the International Center.

play Chinese Checkers

in the International

Center.
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Representatives Chuck Strohm and Pam Peterson, along with Monroe
© Oral Roberts University
with the students.

Nichols, share

DREYER

DESTINEE
often,

o

it is easy

to

forget

the

people

erations who have

and gen
American

given their lives so
citizens have the freedom to choose their leaders and
the laws which
govern society. Globally, wars and
battles are still fought to obtain what United States
citizens deem

"Voting

common:

is

an

big part of our civic
ing

a

duties

blind ballot is

educated

the

as

a

privilege

and

most

definitely

a

American citizens.

careless,"

said Lauren

However, cast
Kyle, senior. "Being

voter is

truly the best way to fulfill your civic duty."
Martin Luther King Jr. said, "Our lives
begin to end the
we become silent about
that
matter."
day
On September
things
an

29th, students hustled
their voice

to vote

event, Raise Your

in

in and out of Timko to

and

use

controversial election. The

Voice,

encourage civic
tives and a former district
to

register

increasingly
was
organized by the honors program
duty amongst students. State representa
an

to vote in

"It is

attorney were available

to answer

the
a

take action

Ellis,

right to vote.

honor and

for many decades," Cainan Balagia, senior government major, said.
Nearly 200 students came to Timko that night to register

upcoming election.

political

science

professor's

dream

to see

students

engage in the democratic process," Dr. Curtis
chair and associate professor of the History, Humanities
to

and Government
the

ing
addition],

event

took

Department,
a

lot of

said.

work,

"Planning

the number of students that

matically outperformed

and

execut

and the students did it.

registered

to vote

[In

dra

average voter registration event by
2-300 percent. I was very proud of the team."
Amidst all the duties and responsibilities of life, the simple free
an

doms citizens

possessed could often be overlooked. At Raise Your
Voice,
faculty alike were reminded of the importance
of voting, as well as its impact on all aspects of daily life.
students and

any

questions concerning the election and the voting process.
"In my opinion, this election is
extremely important because
the next president will likely be
appointing numerous justices to the
Supreme Court where they will serve on our nation's highest court

ORU Students

are

given the opportunity

to

vote during the
register to
© Oral Roberts University

event.
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A BATTLE
or the AGES
HANNAH

FLETCHER

the first

big of the room high. LYLA followed, playing their hearts out am.�
Learning showering the crowd in confetti and streamers during their finale,
Center. Spirits and expectations were high. The
"I like that each band had a unique and distinct persoaal
line of students stretched out into the parking
ity and that the band members all had fun." Kristian Hughes,
the
what
lot, everyone excitedly wondering
night junior public relations major, said.
The fourth band was Street Called Straight, who sometimes
would hold for them. The doors were finally opened, and as the
switched instruments between songs and had a definitively COW'l
crowd rushed into the auditorium, they were met with glitter
filled
The
wristbands
for
and
everyone.
space
flashing
try sound. Eleven59 followed, driving the crowd's energy througll
ing lights
quickly, and the gathering excitement soared throughout the the roof with their vivacity and passion onstage and bringing on a
room as the first band began to play.
surprise guest singer to finish off their set. To conclude the night,
"It was an awesome night out," Lauren Grace Prentice,
the band Ms. Lucille led the crowd through the story of their
sophomore musical theatre major, said. "This time of year tends band's namesake, ending the battle with a touching note.
"I had a lot more fun than I though I would," Carmen Ruiz,
to fall into a strict routine of class and homework. Battle of the
the
from
was
a
break
freshman
Bands
monotony."
nursing major, said. "I usually don't go to these kinds
of events, but I ended up staying all the way until the en& �
The first band to play was Kompany, a group of Korean stu
dents who came together and performed covers of popular songs
really liked that by the end of the night, I felt a lot closer to lime
act
moves.
Their
started
dance
own
combined with their
unique
people around me and the people on stage."
In the end, the winner of Battle of the Bands was Eleven59.
Battle of the Bands off with a bang. Next came The Elsing
Museum, who, with their two lead female singers and menag The 2017 battle was an exciting night of fun just before
midterms and brought the student body together,
erie of instruments, entertained and excited, keeping the energy
forging bonds to last a lifetime.
RU's Battle of the Bands 2017
event

held in the brand
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CONQUERING
THE CALENDAR
EMMA
college students are busy is an understate
ment.
Papers, assignments, presentations and
exams
pile up fast-not to mention all the extra
curricular activities students participate in. Throw
in exercising, school events and some time with
o

say

friends and it's easy to become overwhelmed. However, ORU
students found a variety of tried-and-true ways to organize
their countless due dates and activities.

Several students used

planners

to

keep

their schedules in

order.

Sophomore nursing major Olivia Daniel depended on her
planner-it even helped her with studying.
"When I have a lot going on or a big list of things to do
and it's hard for

upcoming
and stay

events

me to

and

organized,"

remember it

exams

helps

all, writing down all my

me

pace

out

my

SHAW
ing major, said. "It really helps

myself

never turns out

and

can

studying

Daniel said.

managed their calendars electronically.
heavily rely
my phone for scheduling events, especially

since it is

on

on me

all of the

time," Chad Smith,

make

sure

I don't double-book

things without

checking, which

well, but at least I know who I committed

to

first

go from there."

Though some kept simple daily planners or used their
phones or computers, others liked to liven up and add color to
their wild-though sometimes tedious-to-do lists.
"Just because I'm organized doesn't mean I have to be boring,"
Tara Lau,junior public relations major, said.
"My planner is mostly
marked with pink pen and glittery stickers."
Despite the mountain of things to do that seemed insurmount
able at the time, ORU students
proved that with organization-and
a lillie
mountain
could be conquered.
glitter-the

Other students
"I

to

Sometimes I'll commit to

senior market-

© Oral Roberts University

Olivia Dani@1 deflllol'lstrates h er
favorit@ way to s o h e.d u l a events.

®

Tara La u copies homework
assign
ments fr0m h@r c o
mp u t a r to her

©
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®
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@

glittery s+i e k e r s
pl@fflfiler.

pink pen and
to

design

her

-
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THE

CHOICE

"

W

hat's your major?" may have been one of the
first questions students asked one another when
themselves

introducing
(usually
by,
The
answer
to
this
personality type?").
seemingly
simple question played a key role in many aspects of student life.
Friend groups, spontaneous Hava Java meet-ups, Saga meals
and a host of other happenings were influenced by what major
a student
belonged to. There's just a certain quality about early
morning classes and group presentations that bonded people
together through it all.
"I decided to major in something that came
easy to me:
math," Ann Chinworth, said. "By the time I got to sophomore
year, I was very unhappy. I was doing well in my classes, but I was
very unsettled spiritually. After a conversation with a close friend,
I realized my heart was truly for reading, writing and
teaching and
the next day, before any doubts could set in, I went to the
regis
trar and
changed my major. Throughout my years in the English
Department, I have met some of my best friends, including the
professors, and have discovered more of the passions I believe God
followed

of elimination-Students should take a look at
of the colleges and the majors offered, and mark off

Process
all

the no's.

"What's your

List your

options-Pinpoint

interesting
getting involved.
most

and

the

ignite

Evaluate skills-Consider

a

options that sound the
passion for learning and

aptitude

combined with pas

sion. If math is torture, don't
pursue

an

engineering

degree.

,

has instilled

me

In the six

majors
patience

uate

the

step

out

to

colleges at ORU, there were over 135 undergrad
discover their

in them

anticipation

were

the

to

true

ones

students. Students who had

passions

and the boldness

who received their

of the future. But what

were some

to

diploma with

out

a

practical

mentors.

Sit in

on

classes-Get

a

feel for the

subject and decide if

it's worth four years of time.

steps

to

guide

students in

Beware

expectations-Talk

to

other students in the

and get their

major
perspective on the classes
assignments. Seniors might be busy, but they have
of experience to share.

and
lots

applicable steps

of the many options available?
choosing single major
Assistant Director of Enrollment Rozy Simon offered

some

professors on what
real job would look like in potential career fields. Fac
ulty want to help, and they might just end up becoming

with."

and minors offered
to

Talk with faculty-Get advice from

a

making the best deci

sion for their future.

Do

© Oral Roberts University

than

google, get involved-This might be the key
experience with a

major and what it has
to

$IOR¥: IP'AIG� MCQLJEItIN

more

for determining the perfect major. More

switch

out

to

offer

hopefully means less desire

later!
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The Assistant Direc'to" of Enrolll'inent
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smell wafting from underneath
Saga couldn't be
missed. The promise of freshly fried chicken and waffle

The

fries made many a student waver on their
path to the
cafeteria, and was the cause of dwindling Sodexo.

dine

at

Chick-fil-A

now

than

they

did before

adding

'the sauce'

because it's in such

high demand, and I'm one of them!"
Madison wasn't the only student excited to finally
Chick-fil-A's classic sauce on campus.

enjoy

Many times a student's smile dimmed when, after grabbing
"It's about time. I've been here three years and when I would
their order, they were told the Chick-fil-A sauce was not avail
go to a Chick-Fil-A off campus I would ask for seven or eight
able. Ranch and barbeque sauce had to suffice, until this
A
sauces or
year.
buy a tub and hoard them at my house or in my car.
colored
condiment
golden
heavily requested at ORU; Chick-fil That worked for a while, but as I got busier I would forget to
A sauce blended everyone's favorites into an
explosion of taste.
bring them and not realize it until I was in line waiting to order,"
One of the biggest supporters of
the
sauce to cam
bringing
Jadyn Watson-Fisher, junior convergence journalism major said.
"I don't like getting stuck
pus was the President of the Student Body, Shawn Madison.
eating my nuggets with inferior sauce."
"I spoke to Mr. Guajardo (Vice President of Student Life) about
Today, students can both celebrate this new addition to the
how students would really would love to have the sauce," Madison,
on
campus Chick-fil-A and be rest assured that they will not be
senior government major, said. "I
believe
that more students
the victims of inferior dipping sauce.
strongly

© Oral Roberts University
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SAGA

THENE
KALYN

rose

Voices

and

BERG HOEFER

fell; the smell of fries and fried chicken

apparent and the cafeteria was teeming with stu
dents. Laughter echoed and loud applause erupted as a

was

student dropped his tray. This was Saga: a community.
Over the summer, ORU students' social media

new

murals that decorated the walls.

everywhere were expressing their opinions, and soon
the new Saga became a hot topic.
"I think the new Saga is a huge improvement over the last
one," Miqueas Barreiro, sophomore mechanical engineering
major, said. "Having the selection between different size tables
gives students the ability to be more intentional about sitting
with people to build relationships. Also, having the pictures on
Students

the walls makes
some

me

feel that this is ORU's cafeteria and

not

just

generic eating place."

The

new

cafeteria

even

able

to

attracted alumni commentary and

as

sit

"Even

people

erupted
new and
with
of
the
across the
pictures
improved Saga,
globe
released on July 29th, 2016. These pictures depicted a bright,
colorful decor scheme and

worries

to

many wondered ifbrother and sister

wings were still

with the smaller cafeteria tables.

together
though the
be

more

tables

are

smaller in size, it allows for
meeting up with their fel

intentional in

low

students; and, if desired, often students just slide multiple
tables together and sit in larger groups. The smaller tables just
increase the option of eating with any size group that you
like," Faith Makoni, junior computer science major, said.
Though there were a few negative opinions about the new
Saga, most students agreed that the community had greatly

improved. Seeing fellow students' photos along the wall gave
a
homey feel and created a welcoming atmosphere; which also
added life to the dimly lit cafeteria.
"When I walked in for the first time, the whole atmosphere
was much more
bright and alive, almost like the room had
in
size," Barreiro said. "It's much more enjoyable to go
grown
to Saga now."
It's fresh, it's new, and it's only the beginning.

© Oral Roberts University
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Eyes bleary
one

student

from

laptop screen for hours on end,
through exhaustion. in pursuit of excel

staring

forged

on

at a

lence. His €mpty coffee
cup did not stop him. So focused on
the material being conquered and the
projects being marked off
of his eheeklist, even his
stomach
went unnoticed.
gr�mbling

How did this student stay so focused? How did he
fight pro
crastinaeion and 1:fie hU;1e Qf soeial media? How did he beat the
cons ant desire to be
but
engag€d in any other
'Thils smclrent had discovered that the
motivation. and

activity
studying?
to
key tapping into his

environment for focus

creating
hinged
variety of elements.
One of rhe prime factors of a successful
study session
(besides a large coffee and the perfect playlist) was location.
If hitting tUne books was an art form, then tile
space chosen to

study!

in

an

on a

was a muse.

"I

study i)J!l the 0 RU library in the La Sor room, which is a pri
vate room that CaR hie rented fot: four hours," Elisha
Jordan, senior
business administration major, said. "Nobody really knows about it,
you're surrounded by the word of God and it's the greatest."
Jordan perfected

his

own art

of

studying

over

Despite his own effective use of
the library, polls showed students most frequently studied in their
own rooms. The library ranked second, and Hava Java and the
and

error

in his years

at

ORU.

Hammer tied for third.
Even with Tulsa's vibrant
hidden crannies

polled preferred

hit the

to
to

do their

off. For those who did
coffee

shops were

only location

the

studied

"Where do I

of

offerings

books, the

cramming

venture

unique
majority

on

corners

and

of students

campus rather than

ORU's borders, various
successful grades and the

beyond

saving grace

to

at.

study?" Mriye Phillips, junior theology

major, said.
"Nowhere, no time."
For these students, luck and

and

business

push them through midterms.

years of trial

© Oral Roberts University

lecture had

to

be

enough

to
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NEVERHURTS
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The

Q�eniflg day

s
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e+e-c

tiolill offered endless fresh
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stilows Glff.
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©

©

"'huts DOli1ut's

displays
lo@o.

a

flJn

a

p�Gka@if\1g
slogan ali1d

Hurts [)onliJi provides a vari
ety ef wl;)imuical fila'l'€HS 8J1i1i[:J
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hours after the 5

Two

Tulsa and

a

a.m.

opening

of Hurts Donut in downtown

line still wound past the front doors. The smell of
a
mouth-watering preview ofwhat awaited

freshly fried dough was
the

Everything from bright blue monster
cookie donuts with edible googly eyes topped with crushed cookie, a giant
s'more donut covered in marshmallow creme and bits of graham cracker to
a classic
glazed donut, Hurts had a flavor for every donut enthusiast.
The opening was perfectly timed on the Wednesday morning during
midterm week of the 2017 Spring semester. The best
way to de-stress
customers at

a

counter.

student thrown into the midst of deadlines and to-do lists? Donuts.
Emma Giddens, junior writing major, and her family waited in

line for

an

entire hour to taste their first Hurts donut.

"Going

to

Hurts

was

amazing,"

Giddens said. "I could

smell the sugar rush when I walked in. The donuts
expectation, like eating a miniature cake."

Krispy Kreme, a popular late night run for
a

sweet

dollars,

50 LIFESTYLE

tooth, had fierce competition
customers

© Oral Roberts University

could

pick up

a

were

ORU students with

in Hurts Donut. For

Hurts

literally
beyond

Dozen,

a

only 15

box filled with

PHOTOS & DESIGN: BROOKLYNN SF'ILLE

12 massive donuts

[Hurts employees]'
"I don't

always

personally picked by
have

the donut dealers

good reason for waking up early,
do, it's because I was making it to the grand open
ing of Hurts Donuts with a couple of my favorite girlies,"
Katarina Gazelka, junior
elementary education major, said.
a

but when I

''A fun drive downtown and

few dollars later and we
'Hurts Dozen,' and you can

only

a

up our first ever
tried them all. I will
definitely be back."
The opening of Hurts Donut
certainly didn't hurt ORU
students. No other place offered such exotic donuts, if one

were

bet

opening

we

could call

a

donut exotic. It

was a

sweet

time

to

live in Tulsa.

© Oral Roberts University
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IN THE ROCKIES
PAIGE

was

It

fall

Tulsa's

MCQUEEN

break, and the landscape was vastly different than

rolling

Quarles,
backpacking trip

hills and ORU's

senior management

geese-dotted

major,

fields. Nathan

had been

planning this

Rocky Mountain National Park for the past
girlfriend, Alyssa Lillo, her friend,Abi Phillips,
and a couple of his closest pals, Ethan Norvell and Chase Ophus.
Unbeknownst to Lillo, senior ministry and leadership
in

six months with his

she would hike back down the mountain with

major,
gracing her ring finger.

"What she didn't know
had

was

and climb these rocks with

a

diamond

that Ethan Norvell and I

location

the

mapped
proposal
Divide on Google Earth," Qparles
out

a

along

the Continental

said. "We go on a little hike
360 view of mountains all around

us, and that's where it happened. As a plus, Ethan was disguised
and got the whole thing photographed without her even know

ing

he

was

Lillo

there."

was

by the beautiful proposal. Although she
corning-the couple had been praying and

astonished

knew the

question was
talking of getting married-she
top of the Rockies.

PHOTOS: ETHAN NORVELL

hadn't fathomed it would

come on

"I was

thinking about the backpacking trip and getting every
thing ready for that," Lillo said. "I was just having fun with my best
friend and then I got to say yes to being with him forever."
Their story was a sweet one, full of intentionality. The cou
ple moved from a year of friendship, to three years of dating and
then

to

engagement.
campus was hectic at first because it felt
center of attention for about a week," Quarles said.

"Being engaged
like we were the

on

Despite the craziness of planning an out-of-state wedding
during their final year of college, both Lillo and Quarles stayed
grateful for being on campus amid the community.
"ORU has so many godly mentors, advisers and people that
have spoken into our lives," Lillo said. "It is here at 0 RU that I
met my closest friends. I've learned so much about
myself here,
and God has really given me direction as far as where He wants
me and how
my gifts are being used for His glory and purpose."
"Ring by spring" was casually said around campus, jokingly
referencing couples who would be engaged by spring break.
Quarles and Lillo set a new trend. Even better than "ring by
spring?" Ring by fall break.

DESIGN: BROOIKb.VNN SPILLE
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PAIGE

YBARRA

January 11,2017, the building originally used for Oral ground-breaking ceremony. The grand opening was just under
Roberts' Television Studio 1 was the site of a
grand two years later. The opening ceremony included a ribbon cut
opening ceremony for the campus' new Global Learn ting, a dedication of the Dr. George Gillen Virtual Reality
Center.
The 55,000-square-foot educational and multi-use Classroom, tours and refreshments.
ing
Insight from President
facility was dedicated to connect students around the word in Wilson, the University Planning Council, the Board of Trust
the classrooms and provide a new
ees and the Alumni Board contributed to the creation of the
performance arts location.
could
their
with
other
GLC. The center was funded entirely by donations from the
Spanish majors
practice
language
students in South America, and ministry and
leadership majors 50th Anniversary Fund Raising Initiative.
could interact with an international village they
The center was intended to further the education of not
planned to
minister in as if they were already there.
only students on campus, but online students around the world
"Connected classrooms are built with distance learning in as well. Its virtual content was intended to enrich ORU's cur
mind," Justin Reddick, GLC operations manager, said. "From riculum along with other schools around the world as virtual
the moment a professor enters the room, they can be connected
learning continued to grow. The center was open to all classes
to students around the
globe. A student in Africa can attend providing the whole student body an opportunity to take advan
and interact with the class as if they are sitting in the room, and
tage of this new method of learning.
in the same way, a
that's
an
in
a :field that's on
"Research is showing that students retain information 300
professor
expert
another continent can teach students and interact with them on times faster when
learning in a virtual environment versus a
the same level as someone here in Tulsa."
typical classroom and textbook," President Wilson said.
The :first thing visitors saw upon walking into the
building
Although the center was primarily intended for student
was a brown metal
lit
with
blue lights behind it. Down and
map
up
faculty use, it was also open to the public. Many events for
the hall, there were virtual and augmented reality classrooms and
the community are planned to be hosted in its auditorium.
a
The future of education and the school's mission to build
training facility where students could virtually see the inside of
Holy
a brain or an
750
cushioned seats filled the auditorium at Spirit
eyeball.
empowered leaders to impact the world continued to grow.
the back of the building. The auditorium would be used as a loca With the
expansion of knowledge the GLC provided, students had
tion to host concerts, banquets, classes or theater
a new
performances,
way to learn how to follow the commission to go where His
an 11'
19'
LED
video wall, lights and sound.
featuring
by
light is dim, where His voice is heard small and where His healing
Work began for the GLC on March 25, 2015 with the
power is not known to the uttermost bounds of the earth.
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CHANNELE__._._____. PASSION
PA I G E
random guy asking to playa card game few people
have ever heard of. Imagine a girl spending countless hours
a

Imagine

training a horse for future showings. Imagine a university
full of individuals, each with their own unique traits making
them who they are, and give those traits a name: hobbies.
''Yoga is a great way to destress, relax and find your center," Fallon
Whitaker-Turner, sophomore math education major, said. 'Jesus meets
me at
my mat and gives me peace after my most exhausting days."
Turner began practicing yoga to relieve pain in her body
and become more flexible. As she continued to practice, she
in free yoga at Guthrie Green and Salt Yoga Stu
dio. As time passed, Turner continued to do it a few times a

participated
week and

incorporated it into

her

quiet time with

Emma Shaw rode horses since she

the Lord.

young, but just
the first horse she

was

before Shaw turned 20, she received Georgie,
could train and show, from her aunt and uncle. She worked

YBARRA

gie

turned

years old and ride her when she turned three.

training horses, there's going to be good
days," Shaw, junior public relations major, said. "The bad

and bad

days can be really discouraging, but the good days remind me why
place."
Students also engaged in on-campus hobbies as well.
Yu-Gi-Oh! was Hwan Namgoong's game of choice since
he was 10 years old. Yu-Gi-Oh! is a Japanese card game played

I fell in love with horses in the first

worldwide based
involves

against

using

other

on

cards

players

the Yu-Gi-Oh!
to construct

mantra

decks of 40

with the different

His collection contained

series. The game
or more

archetypes

on

to

duel

the cards.

5,000 cards.
"I like this game because it makes me think," Namgoong,
freshman ministry and leadership major, said. "I bought some cards
out of curiosity, and it eventually grew into my hobby of today."
Students all

on

exercising Georgie along with grooming, leading and haltering
her. Shaw planned to begin participating in shows when Geor-

two

"I've learned when

into

daily life on campus.

than

campus channeled their passions
and a distraction from the busyness of

throughout

relaxation, creativity

© Oral Roberts University
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Emma Shaw with

her first show

horse, Georgie
Hwan Namgoong displays his
collection of Yu-Gi-Oh cards.

Fallon Turner uses yoga to relax
during busy weeks.

and de-stress

"I've learned that how you

treat

others is

important,
ultimately
you're treating Christ.
You absolutely cannot pick and choose who you show
love to when you representing His Kingdom. It's
choosing to love this person right where they're at, ex
actly how they are. It's all in or nothing at all."
Shelby Rhine, senior English education major
because that's

so

how

-

glad that God wrecked my presupposed under
standing of leadership and showed me the power of
service and loving others. I will always be learning how

"I'm

to
-

do this better."

Angelica Gutierrez, senior English literature major

"This may seem odd to some people, but what I found
was that when I tried to set an
expectation for myself, I
didn't pay attention to the other things God was trying
to show me because I was so set on
meeting my expecta
tions. So don't worry as much about meeting expecta
tions of college, but let God do his thing. Trust me, you'll

thank him later."
-
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Russell Dorsey, senior convergence journalism major

PAIGIE MCQUEEN
STOR¥::
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"The

biggest thing I've

time

at

ORU is the

ity. You have

learned

importance

throughout

my
of intentional

be intentional with your rela
tionships, spiritual walk, classes and every other
aspect of your life to truly thrive."
-

to

Kelsey Mednenhall,

senior

PAIGE

marketing major

"I have learned
ness, look

and seek

for

out

MCQUEEN

SENIOR
REFLECTION
to trust

learning

the Lord's faithful

lessons in

opportunities

everything,
challenge

that will

you without fear of failure."
Christie Sieiman, senior engineering major
-

goals, minimize distractions, surround
yourself with people you want to be like."
Alex Bradt, senior public relations major
"Set your
-

© Oral Roberts University
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EMMA
Aerobics Center had never been
than 1200 fans crammed

The

leyball

court-some

above. It

packed. More
together alongside the vol
even
spilling over into the track
so

the first home game, and the
played against the Arkansas Razorbacks before one of the
est crowds 0 RU
volleyball had ever seen.
was

This achievement

accomplished by

was

larg

Club. Members invited the entire
campus
pre-game pep rally and enjoy free bacon before

to

to a

3-0

the

victory.

"The energy

corning from that many people encapsulating the
court was an
amazing experience," Jonathan Snow, junior health
exercise science major and
collegiate club president, said. "Once the
game

ended,

we

stormed the

The

and celebrated with the team."
established solely to improve school
court

organization
spirit and student participation at athletic games. Founded dur
ing the 2014-2015 school year, the club gained roughly 200
members by 2016.
"[1 would] definitely have to say the 50th anniversary really
spurred the vision to increase spirit because it can really serve as a
rekindling of the spirit that helped to found the university," Snow said.
The club attended private practices with the teams,
pre

pared

cheers and

was

planned

events, all

to

amplify the

"Being

at

a

was

basketball games

member of

also behind
to

Collegiate

moving

the

stu

behind the visitors' bench.
Club

so

far has been

awe

some," Alexandria Thomas, junior medical molecular biology
major, said. "It's been nice to just do little things for our athletic
them and

attend

cheering

volleyball girls

dent section

teams, which

the efforts of the

Collegiate
a

team

for ORU athletics. The club

SHAW

keep

them reminded of how much

want to see

Thomas

convinced the great turn out at the volleyball
Arkansas could be accredited to the extensive

was

mentioned how hard it
due

to

the

support

them do well."

against
advertising by the Collegiate Club.
"[We heard] after the game that
game

we

was to

crowd,"Thomas

some

stay focused

Arkansas

during

players

the game

said.

The

volleyball game was only the beginning of what the
Collegiate Club had planned for the upcoming sports seasons.
They were determined to pack out stadiums and bring even
more

spirit, noise

excitement

© Oral Roberts University

and fun

to

ORU athletics.

I

-

____

LEADERS
RVI G LEA ERS
____

DESTINEE

The
in

air seemed different. Their presence

felt, dressed

navy jackets and ties, brown shoes and the
emblem. The Order of the Golden Eagle had

arrived. OG E didn't just represent sophistication; they
sophistication. Often, the best leaders are those who serve

without

recognition for all the work they do, which is what OGE

represented-servant leadership.
"The vision and heart behind OGE is

to

be

a

servant

ambassador," Natalie Berry, senior public relations major and
longest serving member of OG E, said. "OG E recognizes the
importance of excellence in all things. We are servants first."

Becoming
excellence

servant

was at

the

leaders who

core

of the

"The mission of OGE is

serve

other leaders with

organization.

provide extravagant hospital
being challenged and equipped to
ity
guests
a
become
Holy Spirit-empowered leader through leadership
to

at

investment and

Even if

spotlight, but led by serving the leaders around them.

khakis,

golden

were

was

DREYER

a

OGE offered

ORU while

cultivation," Berry said.

student
a

work of building

to

already

different
a

had

a

background

perspective of

leadership,

the behind-the-scenes

culture of honor. OGE didn't lead
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in

to receive

"OG E is

only

not

great opportunity for students of this university to
represent ORU in a positive light to guests, but to also
a

learn about leadership

sophomore

through servanthood," Francesca Garbrah,
major, said. "I applied to be a

international relations

part of OGE because I love the heart behind the program. I love
that through serving, we can learn more about how to be a
spirit

empowered
the

leader

uttermost

to not

only

make

an

impact here, but

also

to

bounds of the earth."

ORU offered

get involved and to
sometimes hard to decide which
multiple aspects,
to
seize.
OGE
a whole different element. There
had
opportunity
was a whole culture created within it-a culture that served with a
purpose, a culture that honored other leaders, even if no recogni
lead in

tion

so

many
it

opportunities

to

was

given in return, and a culture of distinction.
OGE represented excellence. It was a group of people who
lived to bring glory to God in everything they did. Members
were distinctive,
set-apart servant leaders who were serving a
was

greater purpose. They were the Order of the Golden

the

© Oral Roberts University

Eagle.
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COLLIDING
CULTURES
PA I G E
multitude of

A
unusual

accents

soft southern drawls

MCQUEEN

heard around campus, from
the exacting tones of Russian

are

to

articulation. ORU is

place of diversity, of collid
through faith, resulting in an
other universities. This diversity on
a

cultures all linked

ing
unity that

is

scarce at

campus played a distinctive role in 2016 and 2017, and an array
of clubs honored and celebrated the art and history of the many

cultures

represented campus.
The French Club replaced the Eiffel Tower with the
on

Prayer Tower and
course,

crepes

"We

met

enjoyed sampling

were

about

a

of a French

lifestyle.

Of

included.
once a

month, and

our

meetings

included

playing French games, watching a French movie, making crepes
and more," Natalie Seale, sophomore French and English lit
erature

do

not

French Club is the

perfect way for a student to get a feel for the
language
considering taking a course."
In the 0 RU Korean Organization, students
partook in culture
and prayer. Every Thursday, OKO met to
pray and immerse them
selves in comradeship. For students who crossed an ocean and
many cultural barriers to study at ORU, these meetings felt like a
if they

breath of fresh air, a time for them
cherish memories of home.

to

exhale the

stress

of school and

"Studying abroad as an international student was hard and lonely,"
Grace Eunhye Pang, sophomore psychology major, said. "However,
thanks to 0KO that encouraged me and prayed for me, I was able to
endure and remember my roots and identity as a Korean."
Students were able
ture

clubs without

major, said. "The best part about French Club is that you
have to be taking a French class or even know French.
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ever

to

experience life and culture in ORU's cul

leaving campus. No plane ticket required.

Emily Goelzer, Oessa
and

Perdue

Professor Patricia Luton

display their excitement for the
French club.

®

Hongyeol

Kim

© Oral Roberts University

into

worship.

spend time wor
shipping together in the prayer
OKO members

©

plays guitar and

leads members of OKO

tower.

THE ARTIST
IN EVERYONE
EMMA

SHAW

God

created, and

it

was

good.

artist, and for many students

God is

widely considered

on

art was

their

the

original
calling, their

campus,
release and their form of worship to the original Creator. Some of
these students joined ORU Artists. The
organization of around 30
members was founded on a desire of students for the Art
Department to have
its

own

society.

"Our vision is 'to

create a

unified

community

where artists

are

chal

lenged share, connect, grow and learn from each other, as well as become
empowered to serve the community using their artistic gifts,'" Camille
Suter, ORU Artists president and sophomore studio art major, said. ''And
to

the

events

After

host reflect this vision."

we
a

short art-related devotional and

snacks, the ORU Artists

meetings involved decorating pumpkins, playing games, making Thanks
giving cards to give to a local nursing home, attending the monthly Art
Crawl in the Brady Arts District downtown and more. The club also
made

plans

to create a

temporary installation of artwork

on

campus.
"You get to be creative and take a break from the busyness of
school and life in general while making friends, as well as often doing

70
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something

to

dents," Suter

help

the

community

or

reach

out to

other

stu

said.

Though ORU Artists was originally established for those
studying art, members embraced students from all majors into
the group.
"The atmosphere is

delighted
man

to see

people

communications

so

be

and everyone is always
part of the club," Cori Ford, fresh
said. "It is not exclusive at all, and it

welcoming,
a

major,

is

simply a way to enjoy good fellowship with great people while
we have fun
making art!"
According to members, it was the people who made the ORU
Artists so special. Though the club enjoyed
coming together to cre
ate art, some
meetings were simply meant for prayer and fellowship.
"It is really beautiful to see so
many people come together,
whether

art

majors

or

not, and motivate

as

well

as

inspire

each

other," Suter said.

© Oral Roberts University

MOCK
LEGISTLATURE
DESTINEE
tudents
ments

ideas
to

sat

expectant

resolutions and amend

the table tops, and
glide
shouted from one side of the room

began
were

as

to

across

out

the

mock

legislation was now in session.
Oklahoma Intercollegiate Legislator (OIL) was a club
designed to create mock House and Senate sessions for col
lege students. It was an opportunity for ORU students to
practice partaking in government affairs while witnessing to
fellow students from different universities.

"[The

vision for OIL

was] using legislative processes
dim," Noah Orth, sopho
bring
light
more
government major and spring delegation chair of OIL,
said. "OIL is an incredible experience I would recommend
God's

debate and
you
and

the other.

Suddenly, silence erupted through
room as the
gavel hammered loudly. The

to

to

where it is

anyone who is looking to be intellectually and spiritually
challenged. We offer positions in the House, Senate, Moot
to

Court and

OIL will

Journalism competitions.
gain perspective and give you experience
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in

help you
public speaking,
to

DREYER

to

step

so

much

more.

It is

an

invaluable

into the shoes of policy

makers,

experience

and allows

which is

humbling

enlightening experience."
One of the goals behind OIL's
competitions

a

an

learn how

was

to encour

better defend their faith while

age participants
intermixing with other universities, often with different views and
opposing perspectives than the students from ORU.
"The most difficult aspect of the
competition is defending
your beliefs," Orth said. "You are questioned from all different
angles in ways you never would have dreamed of You must be
to

to

confident in what you hold dear and know all the facts of the
ter without
backing down."

mat

Learning about the U.S. government and how to defend one's
faith were both massive benefits of
being a part of OIL.
"The biggest life lesson I have learned is that
everyone comes
from different cultures and
Natalee
backgrounds,"
Sargent, soph
omore

all

government major, said. "But that doesn't

come

© Oral Roberts University

together

to

advocate for

a common

mean

goal."

you can't

© Oral Roberts University

I C.s.lEW1S

HEROES AND H
PAIGE
tall stack of books

The

desk dwindled

as

resting precariously on

students and

professors

a

MCQUEEN
nearby

alike read

favorite passages aloud at the C.S. Lewis and
club's first dramatic reading of the year.

Inklings

glimpse of nearly 90 years past when writ
ers such as C.S. Lewis, JR.R. Tolkien, Charles Williams and
others met to discuss the art of story at the Eagle and Child pub
in Oxford, England.
"My dear people," began Anna Pearson, junior English lit
erature major and Inklings club president, reading from Bilbo
Baggins' farewell speech in "The Hobbit" by Tolkien. Although
not 144 in number (the number of guests at Bilbo's lllth
birthday party), the small gathering was just as merry. Home
made brownies were munched on and favorite heroes analyzed
throughout the evening.
"I really enjoyed being able to read the riddle scene from
'The Hobbit' and reenact it with a couple of other people," Evan
geline Bonin, junior dance performance major, said. "Switching
readers for the different characters was terribly amusing."
As the night concluded, Pearson shared her hopes for the
organization to be more active than in previous years.
"The C.S. Lewis and Inklings Club is dedicated to remem
bering and celebrating the works of the Inklings through
Attendees had

intellectual and fun

a

events," Pearson said. "We're
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TS

that the annual conference of the C.S. Lewis and

Inklings Soci
ety
by
year."
The legacy of these masterful storytellers thrived at ORU
through the C.S. Lewis and Inklings club. The only thing miss
ing was, perhaps, a lion, a witch and a wardrobe.
in America will be hosted

also thrilled

© Oral Roberts University

ORU this
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ENACTUS IN ACTION
PA I G E

MCQUEEN

sharp on a Monday morning, and a group
was
gathered around the Shark Tank with briefcases
and cappuccinos in hand. Their voices were heard drift
ing down the Hall of Mirrors, words like "capital" and
"demographics" thrown around with ease and confidence. With a determined glint in their eyes, each of these
young business professionals were set on changing the world
for the better through Enactus. Despite popular opinion and an
twas

8

a.m.

abundance of suits, this group
in ORU's School of Business.

was

not

just made

up of students

international

organization aiming to help solve
through business, welcomed all majors-from busi
ness to
theology. Their mission was to go beyond talk and take
actual steps in making the world a better place, whether here in
Enactus,

an

social issues

Tulsa

or across an ocean.

interested in three 'P' words:

people, planet and
profit," Professor of Marketing Steven Rydin, a faculty advisor for
Enactus, said. "Many of the projects we coordinate are designed
to help vulnerable populations like widows, orphans and the
homeless. Others are designed to make our common world a
"We

are

livable

place. We've picked up two international projects,
one
designed to implement a community garden in South Africa,
and the other to use recycled trash to build homes in India."
Beyond just helping communities, Enactus brought stu
dents on campus together with a common goal. With this
foundation, they were able to create relationships and grow
with one another. Enactus students were a perfect example of
iron sharpening iron as described in Proverbs 27:17.
"Through Enactus, I have made friends with other hard
working individuals who have a heart to make their world
better through social entrepreneurship," Izaak Thompson,
sophomore marketing major, said. "I am learning from these
students, Enactus advisors and guest speakers constantly."
more

This group, made up of different majors with a variety of
backgrounds, came together to make a sustainable difference by

using their distinct gifts and talents. Whether that be as a marketer
pitching ideas or as an engineering student with an eye for improv
ing peoples' living conditions, everyone had something to offer to
make the world
both

right

a

better place. Their efforts

brought lasting change

here in Tulsa and thousands of miles away.

.
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A group

of students, faculty
guests gather to attend
Enactus meeting.

and
an

Mickey Michalec, vice president
development at eL

of business
ynx

Technologies,

insight

©
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shares his

with the audience.

Yobana Ruiz presents her
project in the Fenimore Room.

SOME FROSTY FUN
FLETCHER

HANNAH

RU's Ice

O

Skating Club, a recent
based

addition

the ORU

to

community,
icy
Felicity Jack
information
son, junior computer
technology major,
founded the club in late 2016, and it soon slid into the
spotlight, gathering members from all interests and majors.
"When I first came to ORU, I realized there was a [skating]
rink only like fifteen minutes away from the school," Jackson
said. "I had started skating back in 2013, [and] I'm just really
passionate about it, so when I saw that there was a rink nearby,
and ORU had all these HPE classes, I thought that it was really
cool that I could

was

on

amusement.

and get aerobic points."
more than a
simple idea,just

actually skate

At first, the club was no
friends getting together whenever

they

could and

a

skating

few
for

fun. As time progressed, however, the idea grew into something
more. Jackson, along with co-founder, junior biblical litera
ture

major Galilee Abraham,

took the initiative and

officially
Skating Club in October of 2016. Since then,
met every Friday at the Oilers Ice Rink in Tulsa, OK.

founded the Ice

they had
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The club members got a discount for using the
an added bonus for those
considering joining.
"The club

was a

rink, which was

way of gathering people at 0 RU who
could all get together and teach each other

good

enjoyed ice skating so we
things or just have fun at the rink," Abraham said.
The more experienced members of the club, like Jackson
and Abraham, took beginners under their wings, helping them
become more stable on the ice and even teaching them a trick or
two. Glad to share her passion,Jackson was able to teach members
how to skate backwards, spin and even jump. This club developed
an
atmosphere of camaraderie-they even had an ugly Christmas
sweater

party,

Jackson
make

one

loved

of Abraham's favorite memories.

being

able

to

take

something

she loved and

something out of it everyone on campus could enjoy. She
expressed interest in eventually taking, or perhaps even teaching, an
official ice skating class, should it become a reality. With her initia
tive and passion, the ice skating club was sure to reach new heights.

© Oral Roberts University

Felicity Jackson, president
Ice Skating Club,
gracefully performs on the ice.

®

of the ORU

®

Gazelka chat

Destinee

Dreyer and Katarina
together while

skating.

Club members

©

community
Ice Center

join

the Tulsa

at the Tulsa Oilers
on

Friday nights.
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ISRAEL

I
DESTINEE

together every Tuesday, a
students prayed for Israel, sought

Gathered

group of ORU
more

tion about the current events within and

Israel and learned

more

informa

concerning

about the Christian

man-

date to support the nation.
"The mission of the ORU United for Israel Club is to dive
of Israel from

viewpoint, in
impacts your
cluding
life as a follower of Jesus Christ," Connie Hammond, senior
president of ORU United for Israel Club, said. "In addition to
our weekly meetings, we also attend events in the local Jew
ish community together, which include attending Shabbat din
ners at local synagogues, celebrating the biblical feasts at local
into the

significance

a

Christian

current events, culture and how Israel

events,

with Israel clubs at other universities to go
support of Israel and having community build

partnering

deeper in our
ing events off campus

to

get

to know each club member on an

individual basis."
Each of these

weekly meetings focused

on a

singular topic

about how Christians could better advocate for Israel while
also

learning

about its culture.

Though

the club had been

ac

tive for several years, it grew when the members renamed it
in the 2016-2017 school year, changing from "Campus Israel

80 ORGANIZATIONS

DREYER
Alliance" to "ORU United for Israel." The
United for Israel

was

to instill

biggest goal ofORU
a passion for Israel while people

still in their

college years.
recognize the significance of young people becoming
passionate about Israel during their college years," Hammond
said. "Many lifelong habits and passions are fostered in college
and remain throughout life. Therefore, reaching out to young
Christians in their college years about Israel is critical in teach
ing them the truth about God's Chosen People-Israel."
Though a major focus of the club was to learn about Israel
were

"I

and how Christians could be

a

part of the Israeli world

a con

tinent away, the main focus was, and always would be, Jesus.
"Jesus is absolutely, 100 percent center of this club, and

always like to emphasize that," Hammond said. "We can do
nothing apart from Him. Jesus is the foundation of this club
and why we advocate for Israel. Jesus was born into this world
as a Jew in Israel. As Israeli advocates, we are
advocating for
a nation that is very near and dear to God's heart.
My heart
behind the ORU United for Israel club is to educate, empower
and equip lifelong Christian Israel advocates on the ORU cam
pus to be sent into every person's world to advocate for Israel
throughout their lives."
I
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ORU United for Israel takes
a

field trip to the Women's
Night at the Turkish

Coffee

Center.

The club

spends a day express
for Israel with state
support
ing

representatives

at the Oklahoma

State Capitol in Oklahoma City.

The club takes

gether
ORU.
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after

a

photo
meeting
a

to
at

COMPUTERS
AND CANDIDATES
PAIGE

furrowed, one

Brow

laptop. With his

student looked down

glasses,

of formulas, Codi West

was

nology

and

double

majoring
and

ministry

his flannel and
was

in

the

picture

a

MCQUEEN

intently at his
notebook full

of intellect. He

computer information tech

leadership,

with

a

minor in math

on

top. Once he

wrapped up finals in the fall semester, he would be
graduating and leaving not only ORU, but also his position as
president of the Association for Computing Machinery.
"We

are a

club where students who

are

interested in

com

together and interact through social events,
and
events such as
guest lectures
programming contests," West
said. "The club gives students a great opportunity to get to know
puting

can come

others in their

major.

It also broadens their horizons

through

guest lectures from professionals and by giving the opportunity
to travel and participate in programming contests or
compete
in

82

one

locally within

our

West's last
of the

president was

pull together the election
Student Chapter, as well as

to

president of ORU's ACM
as vice
president, treasurer and secretary of the
Fifteen
math
and CIT majors gathered to hear the
organization.
panel of candidates discuss the future of ACM in an open forum,
new

other positions such

and

online vote had been

up for members not in attendance.
wee
Lab
brimmed
of camaraderie formed from peers
Computer
who had become friends over late
night study sessions.
"I am optimistic about the future and think that the ACM
an

set

chapter, as well as the Computing and Math Department in
general, will grow and do very well in these upcoming years,"
West said of the upcoming change in
leadership.
It was a bittersweet goodbye for both West and the Associa
tion for Computing
Machinery. A smile on his face, West closed
the tab on one chapter of his life and
opened up a new one.

chapter."

ORGANIZATIONS

act as
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YBARRA

PAIGE

O

RD was often times called the land of
opportunity. For

student, Taeyoun

Won

McKinzy, was the per
place bring
together though his love
for games-so he created 0 RD
Gaming.
The club included 25 members, and
they met once a week
in the Fenimore room in the Hammer Center to
playa variety
of games including PC and console video
games, board games
and physical games like capture the
flag. The club encouraged
students to explore different activities and find similarities in
each other along the way. It also created small
programs to help
one

fect

to

it

students

students learn skills necessary to their career field.
"I love video games and board games, and I want
where students

a

place

have

fun," McKinzy, sophomore computer
information technology major, said. "ORD Gaming Club's goal
can

bring students together through video games, board games
and real life games. We want garners and
non-garners to explore

is

to

different games and make

more

Along with meetings and playing games, the club also par
ticipated in numerous events. These included Spring Club Rush,
board game nights, Mine Craft night, Settlers of Catan night,
Hey Boba Mission's Night and Eagle Con, which included a
Super Smash Bros. tournament.
As the club continued to grow, members planned to work
together with art club and the Association of Computer
Machinery to create a gaming development team. They also set
a
goal to work with the missions department to create an online
missions team to share the gospel to garners online.
"ORD Gaming isn't just for people to play video games, but
to play all sorts of games, participate in activities together and con
nect with people of similar interests," Joshua Kimbril, freshman
cinema, television digital media, major, said. "It has made myexpe
0 RD

better, because it showed me how an idea

rience

at

into

reality when someone decides

a

friends."

© Oral Roberts University

to

pursue

can turn

relentlessly."

E SEVENTY
PAIGE

YBARRA

•

•

For

11 months and

counting,

leaders of The

students

Seventy

had raised up

Holy Spirit-empowered
the glorious light of the gospel.
The Seventy was a student-led outreach consisting of a team who saw
themselves as the 70 disciples Jesus commissioned. The team met several
times each week for prayer meetings, outreach on
Saturdays and training
on
Sundays.
"I honestly am the biggest fan of The
Seventy," Harry Judd, junior
information
said.
"I desire to see people live
computer
technology major,
out their
God-given potential, and my dream is to see what happens on
Saturday take place on Monday at the gas station or on Friday when
going to the movies."
The team was fully committed to God and one another.
They fol
lowed the voice of the Lord to minister to the
community in places
like local neighborhoods, apartments, gas stations, Walmart stores,
Family Dollar stores and the Woodland Hills Mall.
The ministry strived to be authentic in
everything they did,
and vulnerable to the grace of God. The members expected God
to move in
every circumstance and make the impossible happen

86 ORGANIZATIONS
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to

go into every man's world with

as

they followed His voice to bring healing to the people of Tulsa.
"It has stretched

so

many

much in my faith and has given me
share that faith with others," Katarina

me so

opportunities

to

Gazelka,junior elementary education, said. "It's been so fulfilling
to
get to go out and minister to people-to see people give their
lives

to

Christ."

Along with

a

vision

to

minister to

a

city, The Seventy
unity together, not just as
broken

also spent much of their time
growing in
but
as
a
friends,
family. The team spent time
in

Saga

and in the

dorms, striving

to

fellowshipping together

understand each other and

build each other up as sons and daughters of God the Father.
As The Seventy grew and expanded, it
to continue

sought

raise up

disciples

to

take the

gospel

to

the

uttermost

to

bounds of

the earth.
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DISTINCT DESIGNING
PAIGE

Bil boards,

commercials and

tempting people

chips-these

to

buy

shiny pictures in magazines
trendy jeans and eat the kale

the

were common

MCQUEEN

ideas of what ad club

was

However, a considerable amount more was involved in
ORU's Ad Club, comprised mostly of advertising, marketing and
public relations majors, although other majors were welcome.
tion and

students

with the American

the inner workings of advertising.

concentrated on equipping students to enter
the professional world and on building connections in the Tulsa
"This year,

we

senior

and ad

advertising major
Community," Hartley Royalty,
an ad dash, which was like
"We
said.
hosted
speed
president,

club

88
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table, and then we moved

Ad Club members
hands-on
ventured
their

Federa

partnered
Advertising
periodically brought in professionals who gave advice to
on

each

and

what it did.

Ad Club

dating but with marketing professionals. We had five
were

also

talk to

someone

at

else."

given the opportunity

gain
experience through field-trips. Throughout the year, they
beyond campus to network and experience working in

possible careers

after

agencies,"

Natalie

has made

me more

to

graduation.

"I have loved the field

opened

to

minutes

trips

we

go

on to

look

at

different

Reed, sophomore advertising major, said. "It
excited about my future

career

and has

even

the door for

Ad Club

potential internship opportunities."
caught attention for itself by teaching

students

design and interact with eye-catching advertisements-kale
chips and trendy jeans notwithstanding.
to

© Oral Roberts University
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Students

gather

at the

© Oral Roberts University

praying hands

at 7:00 a.m

.

te

pray and

worship.

DESlilNEE
ith the
zon

sun

and

students

a

barely peeking over the hori
crisp wind blowing, ORU

circled

around

the

praying

hands, singing

songs of worship.
Christians across the country met around the
flag
outside their schools for See You at the Pole,

president,

munity and
it's

saying, 'We don't

really important

to set

care

the

having this open com

who

students took a
met them where

knows,' and I think

"Unifying

seemed

to

at

the Pole

was

tone

at

voices and

ORU, SYATP

Christians

at.

came

together

crying

thing

the

out to

body

Jesus-the only

of Christ could

ever

trying to reach. This year
We started by just taking

we are

was awesome.

worship the Lord. We prayed locally, we prayed for
our nation and we
prayed for the world. Jesus met us right

time

to

there in Tulsa, Oklahoma."

for the

one

the Pole is

one of
my favorite days of the year,"
of Christian Athletes President Omega Reese, said.

at

were

do for ourselves and those

be in chaos.

"See You

our

solution-is the best

year."
just
example of students
around Tulsa coming together in prayer. The
city's students
prayed faithfully throughout the year, even when the world
See You

they

the entire nation, unified in prayer and unafraid.
"The world is so broken and corrupt," Reese said.

poles

Eagles

said. "I just love

the nation had gone through, 0RU
stand and worshipped their Father, and He

Despite everything

across

praying for
each other, fellow students, leaders, teachers and their world.
"We meet at the
flagpole, and we pray for teachers and
students to get everyone's year off to a
good start, so we
can feel like a
family," Morgan Gamble, senior and
of Christ

DREYER

Fellowship
"There is something amazing knowing that schools nationwide
are
sacrificing time and sleep to worship and cry out to the one
true
King. With so many different theologies, it's refreshing to
know we can all come together for SYATP."

© Oral Roberts University

HEAVEN'S HEi _LI
PAIGE

College

Earth.

usually doesn't
Busy and fun?
ORU didn't

MCQUEEN

look much like heaven
Yes. Heaven? Not

so

on

much.

normal
However,
just
the
scheduled
ity. Every month,
worship department

accept that

as a

night for the campus to gather and bring heaven down to
Earth, if only for a few hours.
Hands lifted high, upturned faces reflected a pattern of lights
out

a

streaming from

the stage. Students laid their worries outside the

massive wooden doors of the auditorium and entered into

wor

like. There

fake about it-it

all

pure love
songs to God. Shackles were broken off for many people. In
that moment, heaven came down as people fell deeper in love

with

Jesus

The

was

nothing

was

just

and who He is."

heart

during this time of corporate
worship. Emotional, physical and spiritual wounds were healed
and replaced with dreams. Students would remember campus
worship for years to come. They would remember the heartbeat
hungry

was

fed

that thrummed within them all-the Father's very

own

heart.

ship.
Campus worship was more than surface level-the lights danc
on the
chapel walls and the harmonizing voices singing. The
ing
heart, the steady beat vibrating throughout the room and connecting
each worshiper, was the Father's unconditional love for His children.
"Every campus worship is a restoring time where God
affirms over and over to us that His love is abiding and all-con
suming," Kyle Sterk, senior worship arts major, said. "That gives
us incentive to love Him more and more.
Getting to worship
Him just for who He is develops a mindset of thankfulness,
which I think is

Aglow

of the best ways to live."
love, students at campus worship didn't

one

with

receive refreshment and

an

extra

outpouring

of joy;

some

just
also

change in their lives.
"Souls A'Fire being at campus worship, it was especially
important for me," Ruth Ann Philip, junior international rela
tions major, said. "I think it was at that campus worship that I
really had a grasp of what true worship in one accord looked
received restorative
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George

Gutierrez

passionately worships by playing

electric

guitar.

Vivian Garcia leads the crowd into the presence of God.
ORLJ students raise their hands in

praise

as

the music

© Oral Roberts University

plays.
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THE FAITHFUL
SERVANT
DESTINEE

Mountains
through

all around

were

him,

the office window

2016, Augustine

and the

DREYER

streamed

sun

rested in the One who made him strong and
geous-in the One who called him worthy.
his

upon his graduation in
Mendoza found himself at his dream
as

his beautiful wife

at

thing, a nugget, I would like everyone to walk away
with, hopefully seeing from my life, would go back to a prophetic

youth and mission programs alongside
his home church in Colorado where he had

word I got my freshman year from a senior that I am still friends
with to this day," Mendoza said. "We were in the prayer room,

grown up. Everything was coming together as they signed a lease
and embarked on the next journey of life. Little did Mendoza

know, God had

during

ahead for him.

bigger plans
job at New Life Church, Mendoza
a
call
from
ORU offering him a position as the
phone
even

him,

Two months into his
received

missions director

new

trated and

bring

to

however,

ORU. At

confused about

was

first, Mendoza

felt that there

definitely

really changed my life," Mendoza

dream

a

another dream

job,

others build their

my heart. I gave up a dream
and I am here and loving it."

aspect of life.
when faced with new
in every

life could become

I

said. "I

Especially
challenges
overwhelming.

to

God

was

so

job

be

crucial

a

been, 'Okay,
just going

am

the last few

months,
for me Jesus, so

I know this is what you have
to learn to not
fight the process, not fight the
it
walking through and I am not going to let

stress, but I

am

the

around

stressors

over

The missions

me

dictate who I

program's phrase

am.

I

am

walking it out.'"

for the 2016-2017 school

Ground?" This asked students where

year was, "Where's My
they stand when everything

begins

98 SPIRITUAL LIFE

to

fall apart. For

principle

that if you're

take

of your

to

care

faithful, if you're obedient, God's going
dreams. God's going to take care of what

desire, because He knows those things, and it boils down
to us
trusting that He is going to get us there, and ultimately, it
doesn't always look like what we think it's going to look like. So

you

lot of behind- the-scenes stress, but I am finding
Mendoza said. "I struggled with that a lot when I first

can

prayer set, and he said that he felt like God was telling
faithful, be obedient and allow Him to write the head

"Even my senior year, I wasn't that worried about it, because
I knew God's got it. I think that is because I ingrained this

for

because, often times in life
and positions, the stress of

got here [as missions director], but
it's

wife,

dreams, and that

on

Mendoza understood obedience

peace,"

frus

better way for me to give back to ORU.
my dream job? I think so, but at the same

help

'Be

really marked me my freshman year
through my ORU experience."
Mendoza realized the importance of keeping his focus on
God. He always desired to serve faithfully and with obedience,
and God had blessed him greatly because of it.
"I wasn't going after positions; I wasn't going after status; I
wasn't even thinking about my job afterwards," Mendoza said.

God had waited until then

why

a

lines in your life,' and that
because it set me on course

was no

So yes, was I leaving
time, I was leaving to

"It

was

up this other position. After praying with his
they decided to move back to Tulsa.

"Missions is what

is

at

coura

"One

with the

job-working

hope

Mendoza,

.

for me, it's

trusting Him and saying, 'You know what, You are
writing my headlines, You are writing my story, You're writing
what each chapter is titled, You are in charge.'"
As Mendoza began this next journey of life, he continually
kept
God

the center, and had

already begun to coordinate over 42 dis
disperse to the uttermost bounds of the earth.
"If I was to leave anything for the students here at 0 RU, I
think it would be, be faithful, be obedient with what God has
given
you in this season," Mendoza said. "And if He's given you HPE, do
HPE to your best. If He's given you a
chaplain position, a missions
leader position, to go on an outreach, whatever He has
given you,
at

tinct mission teams to

be faithful and obedient in it, and allow God

PHOTO:
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LAUREN TUMPKIN

to

write what's next."
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A GREATER GOAL
DESTINEE

DREYER

Burmese children gather

(£)

together

for

a

devotional

from ORU students.

The
The

®
©

boys

and

girls

time in prayer after

take

playing

soccer.

Outreach meets

on

a

beautiful Saturday

morning.

he cool air

@

Local

while

boys laugh and
playing soccer.

bond

100 SPIRITUAL LIFE

whipped through the grass as many ORU students
lay asleep at 10 a.m. on a Saturday morning. Only a few
gathered on the soccer field behind Howard Auditorium, lac
ing up their cleats and praying together for God to speak into
them during this outreach.
By 2016, ORU was sponsoring 13 weekly outreaches and was com
mitted to pouring God's love into the community. The Burmese
refugee
outreach was one of these 13. Every Saturday, local Burmese boys would
come to not
only be trained in soccer skills, but also to learn about Bible
stories, relating soccer and God's love to real-life trials shown through
funny skits and devotionals. Finally, together, the boys and the outreach
team would
playa soccer game as the members continued to lift up and
encourage the boys through friendly competition.
"I can't think of a better way to spend my Saturday mornings, and
I can't think of more joyful, loving people to do it with,"
Paige Ybarra,
social
work
"I
said.
can't
of
their
junior
major,
get enough
silly attitudes
and jokes and their constant encouragement to my oh so awful soccer
skills. God is so good, and I've been blessed far more than I could ever
imagine with being able to pour my heart into these guys."
At the end of each Saturday morning, the team members gathstill

PHOTOS: YUBI LEe
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DESIGN: BROOKLYNN SPILLE

ered in
each

a

day

circle and discussed the
and how

they

highlights

and

lowlights

of

God move.
with Jacob [a Burmese

saw

"I've been

meeting
high school
week
student] every
during small group time after devos, and
into
his
dreams and using sports analogies to
just pouring
at Harvard.
help him pursue his dreams of going to
It's pretty cool," Hunter
an outreach leader, said.

college
Myers, junior biomedical major

Despite all the hardships

the

boys

had been

and

through, God

still

pursuing them and used a team of ORU students to
life
into them every Saturday morning. Rain or shine, 45
speak
degrees or 90, God was moving on that soccer field.

was

© Oral Roberts University
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WHERE'S MY GROUND?
DESTINEE
he excitement

fell, and

DREYER

tangible as voices rose and
began hustling toward Zoppelt.

was

students

More than 400 ORU students lined up outside of
Zoppelt before Big Team, eagerly waiting to hear
what missions

plane

team

they

tickets with gate numbers were
nervously and expectantly.

were

placed

passed

out as

on.

Fake

students

chatted

The ORU Missions

My

Ground?"

"Where is my
October 25th,

Program's

asking students, "Where

for 2016 was "Where's

is my foundation?" and

ministry?" Many students answered the call on
stating their ground was cultivated in obedience

know if!

doing missions until the very last min
the
last
moment
to apply," Bethany Reiss, freshman
ute,
possible
international business and ministry major, said. "God always
never

pulls through

am

and calls

me out

of my comfort

zone.

I

cannot

wait

for all that is ahead."

As

Big Team began

began
thought

to

arise all

across

of the 42

----

with

the

a

time of

room.

possible

logistics, anticipation
fidgeted as they
could
be going to.
they

Each student

countries

missions teams in 2017

Team continued with

tivating

an

atmosphere

a

time of

where God

and prayer, cul
put first and personal

worship

was

visions and

expectations were secondary. Throughout worship,
the students could hardly wait to discover their missions teams.
As prayer ended, the students were free to find the gate listed
on

their tickets. All of the students rushed around the audi

torium

motto

by applying for missions.
"I

Big

where

shrieking with joy and excitement as they discovered
they would be ministering for a week, two weeks or am.

entire month.

"I

am so

healing

team

blessed and excited

again

this

year,"

to

be

going to Brazil with the
Fulton, senior nursing

Danielle

major, said. "God has great plans."
Before the students left Big Team, all heads bowed and eyes
closed as each student surrendered their meager desires, visions
and

expectations for God's.
"[I am] so excited I am going to Nepal this summer," Katelyn
Grubb, junior communication major, said. "I said 'yes' to missions.
God broke my heart a couple of weeks ago for this country, and I
get to spend a month serving there. Preparation begins now."

----

34 COUNTRIES
41 LOCATIONS
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Ben Russel shares Jesus with

a

circle of

children in Kenya.

®
©
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Team

Philippines members Jesse Davis
Wagner make a little girl laugh.

and Luke

Colter Cagle and Gabby �onanno
in Nepal.

play

with

the children
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(£)
®
©

Alisa Moss, Christian Bran
ham and Amber Dukes sing in
beautiful harmonies.
ORU Worship Director Kristen
Thomas invites God's presence
into the chapel.

President
out to God

Billy Wilson cries
on

behalf of his

students.

REVIVING HEARTS
PAIGE

MCQUEEN

@

®

Chaplain Carol irlolderness
hugs Sarah Mitchell in
celebration after her baptism.

Reggie Dabbs keeps s t u.de nt s
laughing while speaking
wisdom into their lives.

Students raise their hands

® during
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powerful worship.
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go and let God."

phrase

was common

The

in

ser-

and among Christian
circles of fellowship. Many

mons

people knew the words, yet struggled with
practically applying it to daily life. How was it
possible to let go of worries when three exams and
two
papers were due the next day?
During Fall Revival, classes were canceled, and
students

were

able

to

importance of casting

refocus and remember the

all

cares onto

God.

With

sparkling eyes and a happy grin, Reggie Dabbs
started off ORU's Fall Revival service with a
variety of
songs on his saxophone. Students stood and danced along
to the tunes, and Dabbs finished off with a
hymn. Dabbs,

for schools and young adult groups, con
nected with students through his
sharp humor and vivid
a

popular speaker

story-telling. Laughter lit up the chapel during all three ser
spoke.
"Fall Revival was refreshing. It gave me the
opportunity to
set school aside and
spend some much needed time with the
Chance
Lord,"
Bardsley, sophomore ministry and leadership

vices when Dabbs

major,

said. "In that time, God was able
to Him."

and refocus my attention
At the end of Friday

action, causing students
to

take

hearts

a

piece of paper

night's service,

to

rush

to

to

work in my heart

and

give

Dabbs made

the front. Students

and write burdens

their burden away.

our

victories

are

keys

to

help

someone

God showed

a

call

were

they carried

to

told

in their

that paper. He then rolled out three large suitcases
and laid them on the chapel floor, inviting students to come
on

"We go through difficulties and trials so that He can shape
and mold us, and we are then able to help other people,"
Sarah Rausch, sophomore nursing major, said. "Our trials and

us

else

through

the

that there is

same

struggle. During revival,
always
that
He
is
on in us, and we have to be con
something
working
stantly willing to give it all to Him."
College students are known for living in a flurry of activity.
Amid the chaos, the backpack of anxiety can easily be overlooked.
Burdens were laid down at the altar during Fall Revival and
replaced with a mantle of peace and joy.

© Oral Roberts University

me

FINDING GOD AMIDST
THE CANNED BEANS
DESTINEE
playing from the center stage, boxes were
being taped and students circled around the Ham
mer Center,
anxiously awaiting their free T-shirts
as Fall Outreach
began.
was

Music

The purpose of Fall Outreach was to collect cans and share
God's love on Halloween. In 2016,11,000 pounds of canned goods
collected

during Fall Outreach to feed the homeless in Tulsa.
expecting just kind of a fun thing, but it turned out
to be
life-changing," Shelby Baker, freshman pre-med student,
said. "You go out and don't expect these people to be willing

were

"I

was

let you pray for
changes the whole

to

but then God opens them up and it
atmosphere of the outreach."

them,

Incredible stories of hope and
reach. Not

only did the

those who donated

event

cans as

help

well.

healing
the

came

homeless,

from Fall Out
but it

impacted

DREYER
"Last year, an ORU team of students collecting cans for
the homeless prayed for a woman who had just been diag

They prayed for complete healing in her
then continued the night of collecting cans," Mis
Outreach Director Augustine Mendoza said. "Fast

nosed with

body

and

sions and

Fall Outreach 2016, another ORU team comes
the same woman's door, totally unknowing of the previous

forward
to

cancer.

to

just a year ago. The woman
told the students about the previous ORU team's prayers,

experience

that this

woman

had

and she said that the very next day, her doctor told her that
she was totally free of all cancer."
After all the

cans were

sorted, Student Association put
participants. Students

for all the outreach

after-party
enjoyed music, a trampoline and sharing
what God was doing in Tulsa.
on

an
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their excitement for

I

®

Te

©

The after party, h o s te d
@lancin@ in celebratiofil.

@
®
®

ars s

count the c an.s

i:H)rnmeS and

categorize

they collected from
them by type of food.

by SA, included music

and

JJOIl'lIl'ly. �Ieiman, Jordan White and Christian Vo i q t l a n d e r
hell9 dlistribute t h e Fall Outreach T-shirts.

AUer tine ©l!Jtreach, students sort and
ready t@ @@filate.

organize

cans

into boxes,

MissiliHilS afi1d Outreach Director Augustine Mendoza encourages
the shdeflh c er o r e they embark on their mission.
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Dean

to the

Boyd speaks

for

students

gathered
refreshing time at

President Wilson

®
©
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time

praying

with

a

Renew U.

spends
a

group of

students.

Wyatt Bullard is given the
opportunity to uplift his
fellow students.
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harmonizing to "Now Behold the Lamb Medley."
In addition

musical

performances, the service included
one
featuring Geoffrey Graff, senior
dressed
as
major,
Buddy the Elf as he handed

to

Christmas-themed videos,
biblical literature
out

spaghetti drenched in syrup.

To end the service, President William Wilson
spoke a word
about how God used common
and
common, unfavorable
people
situations

to
accomplish an uncommon plan of redemption. He
then directed this toward the student
body as a reminder that as
followers of Christ, each common individual was called to do an

thing-spread the gospel of] esus to the world.
thought Christmas Chapel this year was amazing," Nicole
Morgan, junior youth and family ministry major, said. "I loved
uncommon

"I

how

we were

were

also able

amazing

rt:\
\!::Y

able
to

only get the word from chapel, but we
fun, be happy and be joyful on such an

to not

have

occasion. It reminded

Joe Cho

me

of all I had

sings "Have Yourself

a

to

be thankful for."

Merry Little

Christmas."

® Maya
© performance
Medley."

Gibson sings with the ORU worship team.

Christian Branham leads Just Friends in

PHOTOS: ¥UI3I

a

of "Now Behold the Lamb

ILitE

DESIGN:

BRITTANY WILLCOXON
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SETTING
FOUNDATIONS
DREYER

DESTINEE
and

of the

Prayer
gathered and
became students who not only pursued academics,
but pursued God. Prayer and worship are founda
tional for Oral Roberts University.
From 4:00 p.m. to midnight, six days a week, prayer and wor
ship sets expressed this pursuit, bringing students together and
unifying the campus under the common purpose of pursuing God.
"Worship sets were created for a time of corporate interces
sion and worship,"Michelle Zuniga, sophomore communications
major, said. "Sets help with creating unity within the campus in
spirit and in truth. It is the corporate overflow of the prayers of
this campus and the heart of prayer over the campus."
Zuniga was a student worship leader who led a set on
Wednesday nights as a vocalist. Her desire was for every per

Music

Tower

son

a

as

who entered her

foreign tongue poured

students

set to

across

out

the campus

encounter the Lord in

a

brand

new

students would walk out refreshed and filled

way. Zuniga hoped
with the Spirit of God,

the

relationships

students

believe that

ships is

one

ORU

my team and fellow
that involves ORU, and I

leaders,

in

priority everything
they are the heart ofORU. Building these relation
of the best parts of leading the set."
built on this foundation of prayer and

was

the week, these

the Lord.

seeking
provided a place
together, pray together

Throughout
collectively come
and worship God as family.
"Prayer Movement gives an amazing opportunity to join
together with what the Lord wants to do with ORU," Zuniga

where students could

said. "In this

community that

sets

is

created, everyone grows
the
strive
for
ultimate
together
purpose of the university,
I
believe
that
a
of
that
is one of the best parts
[and]
being part
to

of Prayer Movement."
The
and

worship

and prayer sets created the perfect platform
to pursue God and
align with His plans as one

opportunity
community under Christ.

leading her set with the verse Isaiah 55:
1-2 in mind, "Come, all you who are thirsty, come to the waters;
And you who have no money, come, buy and eat! Come, buy
wine and milk without money and without cost."

According to Zuniga, the best part of being involved in
worship sets was not only seeking Jesus, but also building rela
tionships with other leaders and with the prayer set teams.
"The best part of leading my set is finding the heart of
the Lord in every aspect of leadership," Zuniga said. "I think
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built with other

are a
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Michelle Zu

n

lq

a

sings

over

the prayer

room.

®

Jeremy Pentsil accompanies Zuniga
on acoustic guitar.

©

Solomon lsuma

@

Trevon

®

Ian Wililiams, Michelle Zuniga and
Jeremy Pentsil worship in unity.

keyboard

if) the

Mobl€lY

prayerfully plays
worship room.

leads the

room

in

prayer.

.
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FAILURES
TO FASTBALLS
PAIGE

Cracker
crisp

Jack, peanuts,

three strikes and

you're

out.

A

breeze filled the stadium air with the smell of

hotdogs and an anticipation for the coming season.
Spring had finally sprung on campus, bringing sun

shine and

a

brand

new

baseball

season.

"When

spring rolls around and you start competing against
other schools instead of just practicing, it's an exciting time of
refreshment," Sam Grellner, senior business
major and 0 RU baseball player, said.
A brand

administration

league

had donned upon the NCAA Divi
team, and they were ready to show off

their behind-the-scenes work.

group that's so familiar with each other."
rife with the possibility of tiny disappoint

ofleadership within
The

season was

like life in

The

a

the

victory even better."

celebrated many victories during the 2017 sea
son, including winning the Summit League title, reaching the
NCAA playoffs and their catcher, Matt Whatley, being named
the best

collegiate catcher in the
Greater Wichita Sports Banquet.

players
an

like Mike

team

Moore,

eventual American

leagues
a

nation

continued the
who

was a

League

line

a

at

the 20th Annual

legacy

left behind

first-round draft

tion of players who

and

on

leading to overarching victories. Baseball is a rhythmic
game, performed with patience and faithfulness in the little plays.
"I love that you fail," Williams said. "Because failing is the
most common, especially as a hitter. When you're at the plate

© Oral Roberts University

the field.

pick

by

and

All-Star in 1989. Pictures of

wall in the baseball

to

the

big

office. Cracker Jack,

program's
photographs inspire a new genera
continue a legacy of worth in the classroom

few home-runs and those

ments

118 ATHLETICS

general. It makes

team

Moore and other former students who had advanced

"The culture is very strong this year considering out of the 34
players, 23 are returning players," Brent Williams, senior business
administration major, said. "It feels good to be able to be in a posi
tion

and you have success, it's special and makes the failure worth it.
Having to battle through the slumps that comes with failing is

ORU's baseball

new season

sion 1 Summit

MCQUEEN
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HOPES TO HOOPS
DESTINEE
crowd fell silent

The

the

hoop. Hope

as

the basketball soared toward

filled the air-this free throw could

tie up the
game.

roaring

Suddenly, the ball swished through
the net, and the crowd was on their feet, clapping and
with cheers. The game was tied.

Moments like these inspire the men and women on ORU's
basketball teams. Despite a difficult season, these athletes were

encouraged knowing
their wins
the

court

or

losses,

with their

the best memories
but from those

were not

exhilarating

made from

moments on

teammates.

"The best part of playing D1 basketball is
getting to
NCAA basketball atmosphere," Aaron Young, senior

play in that
guard for the
men's team, said. "There's nothing like it. You can feel it in the
gym."
At the end of the season, the men's team finished with
eight

wins and 22

losses, while the women's

wins and 15 losses
it was

a

team

finished with 15

several setbacks and

despite
injuries. Though
tough season for both teams, players on each side agreed

DREYER

that their love for the game didn't diminish in their
it grew in their relationship with their team.

struggles

"[The] best moments of every season are the times spent on
the road with my teammates,"Young said. "They're my brothers."
Lakota Beatty, a senior on the women's team, believed the
of the game reflected how well the team communicated.
"We get along really well, on and off the court," Beatty,

outcome

senior sports

management major, said. "We have

to

get

along

the court, but I think that it helps so much when a team
gets along off the court as well. I have been on a team where
some
players do not like each other, and that carries onto the
on

court.
[Eventually] you end up losing games by five or six points
because you aren't communicating or you don't like a person."
Though the bond between teammates was important,

Beatty, along with
nized the

most

many other ORU basketball players, recog
important part of the game was the platform the

sport gave them

© Oral Roberts University

to

reach

out

and

impact those

around them.

SCOTT
SUTTON
ALL-TIME

COACH

AT

Scott Sutton served 18
He

WINNINGEST
ORU

seasons as

head coach of the ORU men's basketball
his

team.

(328-247, .570) during
(1999-2017).
posted
seven 20-win seasons, five Summit
the
to
Golden
guided
Eagles
League
three
NCAA
three
tournament
Tournament
titles,
championships,
regular-season
more

than 300 wins

tenure

Sutton

appearances,

two

NITs, two CTIs

and

one

CBl.
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Hannah Sink
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joyfully

cheers to

inspire the ORU

team.

PAIGE
half-time buzzer

The

white uniforms
court.

ing

cheering

they did

on

not

to

to

and

group of girls in
the middle of the basketball

dance

a

a

routine in sync, includ

spins and kicks, while simultaneously

the porn squad.
the crowd tapped their feet

was

girls danced,

and commented
what

They began

several jumps,

for ORU. This

As the

ran

sounded,

how impressive the

see was

the

choreography

numerous

to

the music

was.

However,

hours of practice and time

management put
by every dancer to perfect each and every move.
"Balancing porn with all the other aspects of being a col
student
lege
definitely took on some challenges, but as a whole, I
think it taught me a ton of things I'm
with me in
to
in

going

after

graduation," Brooke

carry

opportunity
major and porn squad captain, said. "Being the leader
of porn is truly one of the most rewarding things I've ever had the
honor of walking in the past two years."
Students involved in porn squad not only had to balance their
every

Marshall, senior pub

lic relations

Due

athlete

to

on

the

intensity

top of it all, it

the athletes.

of

YBARRA
college and being an
struggle at times for some of

going

was a

to

However, they found satisfaction and joy when

basketball games
"Because my

came

around.

and porn are both extremely physi
I often deal with a lot of minor injuries,"

major

cally demanding,
Shelby Waters, junior dance performance major, said. "I really
have to take time outside of practices to properly take care of
be really stress
my body so I can continue to dance. This can
ful for me. However, during basketball games, the atmosphere
of each game and performing during media time outs and at
halftime just melts the stress away."
Perfecting a routine, with its complicated jumps, move
ments, leaps and turns was often exhausting. Yet, the satisfaction
felt from the cheers of the crowd and knowing the routine was
performed well made the hours spent practicing worth it.

diverse academic
team

had

their

season

two

schedules, but their dance schedules as well. The
regular practices a week, starting at the beginning of

August before school and ending after basketball
season. The
practices began with improving techniques and side
line dances, but once September came around, they began to learn
their choreography for basketball games.
in
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MAKING THEIR MARK
DESTINEE

seats

The
as

of the

"birdcage" were filled with ecstatic fans

the basketball

the

hoop. The

team

0 RU cheer

this enthusiasm and

other athletic

competing

at

flew down the

hype.

squad was
Their role

and pump up the student
NCA Nationals every year.
teams

court

toward

foundational
was

to

to

support

body while

also

DREYER

The

spirit squad's schedule was hectic, as the team endured
grueling three-hour practices and spent entire evenings prep
ping for games, performing and cleaning up at the end of the

night.

With all these

long

hours and late

became very close. The teamwork aspect
cheering, according to Herlacher.

nights,

was

the

team

the best part of

"The heart of the cheer program is simply to get as much
enthusiasm and joy out of our audience and still show that, win or

Literally, the very first day that
we all met we were
instantly such good friends," Herlacher said.

lose, we praise God with everything that we do," Katlin Herlacher,
sophomore pre-physical therapy major, said.
Not only did the squad represent the school they loved, but
they competed with excellence and used the competition as an
opportunity to glorify the One who had given them the talent

''Another aspect that I love about my team is that everyone is
so
supportive and eager to help you become the best person you

to

in the first

perform
squad to bring

the

able

to

place. Cheering
platform
while
also being
body together

witness for Jesus.

program that

team

because I had the desire

to

be

a

part of

only the athletic program, but the
well," Stephanie Tandoy, freshman dance major,
"Being given the opportunity to be a smiling face that can

entire school

said.

for

a

the student

"I joined the cheer
a

became

can

support

not

as

represent every aspect of the school, that is what gave me the desire
to

be

an

ORU cheerleader."

"The

team

itself is

so

close.

possibly can be. Coming from a competitive gymnastics atmo
sphere, where everyone is for themselves and every corner was
filled with

some

type of drama, it

everyone backing
The cheer team

me

was a

up."
only given

nice

surprise

short time

to

leave

have

big
impact, and they were determined to do just that, as a team,
for Jesus. The impact and the pressure they often faced was
exemplified in a quote by Shannon Schaefer, a long standing,
nationally acknowledged cheer coach that many of ORU's
was

a

cheerleaders look up too.
"You've got two minutes and 30 seconds

to

a

to leave your mark,"
said Schaefer. "Embrace it. Cherish it. Conquer it. Make it count."
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DESTINEE
wind

The

cross

were

was

DREYER

brisk, and the

country team's bus

high,

shoes

were

sun was

pulled up

to

just rising
the

course.

tied and re-tied before the

circled up and prayed together. Finally, the

up

at

the

starting line, hardly breathing

as

they

as

the

Nerves

Eagles

runners

lined

awaited the sound

of the gun signifYing the start of the race. "Bam!"The gun went
and a hundred runners began a full sprint.

off,

something unique about cross country," Joshua Lee,
theology major, said. "I think I've been so much closer to

"There's
senior

my

XC than I have been in any other sport that I've
and I played everything throughout high school. It might

teammates in

played,
have something to

do with how much

the sport and how you
daily basis, but it's hard

we see

each other endure in

struggle and overcome
to pinpoint exactly what it is."

see

each other

on a

.

..,-
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Runners on the cross country team would often have to run 60
70 miles per week, along with additional workouts to
improve
muscle endurance and strength.

"The sport itself is actually very team-oriented. They add
together the scores of your top five runners, and that's your
team score," Lee said. "The sport becomes so much more of

"Not to make it sound like we went to war or
anything like that, but
there's kind of a shared sense of sacrifice," Lee said. "When
you see your
teammate in the GC or
wherever, and you can tell you're both just dead
because you've put in 12-16 miles of work before most students wake
up
for class, you just know. They're the only ones that were there and
it."

if you get second or first place at a
meet individually, if
your number five guy is in dead last, you'll
still probably get last place as a team. And if you aren't the fast

to

get

Their shared

experiences made these students more than a team.
on end in the
Running
biting wind, faces and fingers going
numb from the cold and
spending early morning hours on long runs
for miles

and

even

longer bus rides
into family.

to

competitions-these

moments

a team

effort because

est

on

guy

even

play an equally important role."
nerve-racking, strenuous and time

your team, you still

Cross country could be

consuming just like any other sport, but teammates made all
the difference, and ORU's cross country team was family.

turned

teammates
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FRIENDLY
COMPETITION
PAIGE

YBARRA

sunny day, students could be spotted run
ning up and down Howard Field throwing a football
or
kicking a soccer ball. On another day, they could be

The

a warm

On
found

playing

five-on-five basketball

or

spiking

each other in the Aerobics Center. To take

a

a

volleyball

to

break from home

work and

studying, many wings and floors found an escape from
the busyness of school by participating in intramural sports.
"It's actually one of the first times Susie 4 has joined an
intramural team," Abbey Rebello, freshman early childhood
education

major, said. "We decided

play for fun. It's hard

just
school, but we

at

times

to create a soccer team

to

fit time in

to

and

practice with

show up and do the best we can."
Both the fall and spring semesters included seasons of various

games.

cessful

was

activities.

hard

at

times with various class schedules and clubs

However, each

used its

unique manage
practice.
Relationships were also formed, and floors oftentimes found
intramurals brought them closer together, despite their busy agendas.
ment

skills

to

make time

team

own

to

"I would say it is a great way to really get to know the people
on
your floor outside of school," Cullen Parker, sophomore finance

major, said. "Intramural sports allow people from different majors
and

backgrounds

another in

a

team

who live

on

the

same

environment that's

floor

friendly

to

dent's

played separately between genders, some were also played co-ed.

as

life, many found joining

escape their

get

to

know

one

and

As the craziness of research papers and jobs

intramural sports. These included flag football, dodgeball, soccer, bas
ketball, ultimate frisbee and volleyball. While some of the sports were

128 ATHLETICS

required weekly practices to prepare for the
Commitment from the players to make the sports suc
teams

competitive."
pervaded every stu

intramural sport allowed them to
hours through something as simple

an

reality for a couple
shooting a ball into a net or throwing a frisbee across a field.
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TEEIN
PAIGE

MCQUEEN

grass is greener on the golf course-or at least it was for
the ORU men's and women's golf teams. Each player had a

The
from

a

distinct story of how they wound up playing golf at ORU,
three-hour drive to flying halfway around the world.

For Will

Starkey, coming

to

from his home in Australia and to
courses

ORU

was a

chance to travel

play on some

of the best

golf

said.

big cultural difference from back home," Star
eyes have been open to experiencing the little

a

fit," Natalie Mattison,

said. "I love the

junior marketing major,
atmosphere of the
school and the amazing professors, the courses that we get to
play and the intensity of college golf."
Players had been gearing up all fall, playing series after
series of tournaments that would culminate at the conference
tournament in the

available.

"It's been

"I visited the school and felt that it

their

precision,

spring. They

were

whether freshman

or

driven to

keep improving

senior.

Dominic Lara, senior sports management major, bypassed
looking at two other schools after leaving community college.

"My
key
things that are different from Australia to the U.S. Back home,
golf wasn't really a team sport. Being here with my nine other
teammates has been like being with family. I've also gotten to
practice and play on world-class courses, many that are only 30

smaller town, ORU and Tulsa felt like home.
"This year is my senior year, and as my last hurrah, it's
pretty bittersweet," Lara said. "They say that when you're on

minutes away from ORU."
The golf teams profited not

the course, your true self comes out. Playing golf has taught me
a lot about life and about
overcoming struggles with patience."

from

having top-notch
rigorous training
academics.
and
were
their
in both
Players
expected to
sports
tum in their homework and tum up to 6 a.m. practices.

golf courses easily accessible,
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only

but also from

Coming

from

Golf had

kept

a

brought Lara to ORU, but his love for the school
a golf-bag full of lessons learned and

him here. With

friends made, he teed off.

PHOTOS: PROVIDED BY ORU ATHLETICS
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The men's
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golf

team stands

o

proudly

®

Dominic Lara chips
during practice.

©

Natalie Mattison, junior
marketing major, represents
ORU on the golf course.

with their Summit

League 2017 award.

the ball
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Michael Sosnowski returns
the ball to his opponent.

®

Ximena Puentes smiles as
she prepares her backhand
stroke.
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"

now," is a phrase said flip
pantly. To tennis players, however, those words
are not mere
metaphor. Rather, they are a daily
in power and precision.

T

exercise

he ball's in their

MCQUEEN

court

This year, the ORU tennis team had to hit the ball at a court
off-campus. The transition time was worth it, however, for the

promise of a brand new court. Traveling to a different court was a
minor hamper for the team as they practiced for the spring season.
"The first week back to school in the spring, we started
playing matches, and this season we're traveling quite a bit.
We've been

to

St. Louis and Texas and we're headed

ida for

Spring Break," Michael Sosnowski,

major,

said. "It's

people on
one

senior

to

Flor

accounting

small group of guys, with only about ten
the team, and everyone is able to get close and know
a

another," Sosnowski said. "Tennis, which is

ual sport, becomes

more

of a

team

effort in

a

very individ

college. We learned

together and form a team to the fullest extent."
In an intensely individualistic sport, finding a sense of
community made players stronger. When the stress ofjuggling
papers, cups of coffee, phone calls and tennis balls became too
much, they leaned on one another for support and empathy.
But most of the game was played between their ears.
"Fake it 'till you make it," Ceijenia Cornelius, sopho
to

work

more

go

business management major said. "So many times you
the court and you don't feel well, or you're having

out onto

family problems, or you don't feel like you're playing good
enough, but you have to push past it and focus on playing
your best. You have to learn to compartmentalize or you will
explode from stress out there on the court with everyone's
eyes primarily on you."
To play tennis, individualism and team effort has to be bal
anced on and off the court. All players for one and one player for all.
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very step brought them closer to the finish line,
every mile closer to winning. Heart pounding in
with their steps, the track and field athletes
didn't stop hustling. They were up before class,
tune

running up to twelve miles in the morning, and
back at practice by 4 p.m. What some students would deem
torture, they called winning. When others might shake their
head and take a break, these athletes kept going.
"It's a full time job," Cameron Hilliard, health and exer
cise science major, said. "You don't always get to do what you
want on the weekends because of a meet. This isn't just like
the movies. Missing classes, assignments, test notes, bus rides,
makeup tests and the added stress on life are just a few things
we go through on a daily basis."
Despite juggling all ofthese things, the members ofthe track team
felt that the work was worth it. Particularly at ORU, where success
was measured by growth in the individual athletes, not just trophies.
"While the department wants to compete well and win,
--_

they also value the athlete as a whole," Omega Reese, senior
nursing major, said. "It's not just on the track, field or court that
our athletic department wants an athlete to do well, but spiritu
ally, emotionally and mentally as well."
Joshua Lee, senior youth ministry major, came to ORU
because of this perspective in both athletics and academics.
"In my mind, I was going to have to choose between a
quality theology degree and a quality athletic program, but I
discovered that ORU had both of those."
Lee had worked hard to make this year his
injuries and disappointments.

best, after

a

past

rife with

"This year has been a testament to faithfulness and perse
verance," Lee said. "After 3 hard years I was finally able to be
our

number

one runner

in

to score at conference in track

school

[country] and be in position
and hopefully even go for the

cross

steeplechase record."
Step by step, the members of the track and field team crossed
the finish line. They may have stumbled, but they never gave up.
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A MESSY
REWARD
DESTINEE

DREYER

oments

in life

are

marked by teammates and people. Often

the greatest memories are
accomplished but instead

not

by

marked
who

was

by
a

what is

being

part of those

achieving moments.
"I started playing volleyball when I was 11, and started
playing competitively at 13," Shelby Cox, junior sports management major,
said. "I started playing mostly because my friends were playing."
Lucija Bojanjac, junior international business major, played volley
ball since she

"I

was

nine years old.

started

playing by accident," Bojanjac said. "There is a
club, in my town in Croatia, where you can play sports, and I wanted
to play handball, but [my mom] read the
wrong [sign-up] schedule,
and I showed up for the volleyball tryouts instead, and I thought since
I already came there, I might as well play volleyball."
Some of the players' greatest memories and closest friends
were made in hours of
practice and traveling as a team. One of
the most difficult aspects of being a college athlete was learning
to
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actually

manage time around
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practices

and games.

On top of 6

lifting sessions, the team also had individual
the afternoon, along with off-season work
devoted to building the individual athlete, but

a.m.

practice times in
outs. Every day is

emphasized the need for unity as a team.
Throughout the year, each player struggled with com
munication, frustration and stress, but they stayed focused on
personal goals to help their team succeed.
"Sometimes we aren't satisfied with our
performances and
but
it's
not
games,
just about performance," Bojanjac said. "It's
about much

more.

It's about

competing, meeting

new

friends;

it's about the quotes and the life quotes and lessons
you learn.
It's much more than just volleyball."
The

two

words Cox would

"A messy

use

to

describe

playing for the team?

rewar d"
.
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A TULSA
IMPACT
FLETCHER

HANNAH
department at ORU prepared its
students to go into a hurting world and provide the heal
ing touch of God. The department had been a driving
force in the Tulsa community, and students had golden opportu
nities to be involved every step of the way. Led by the faculty,
behavioral science majors had the chance to make a difference.
"The best part about our department is the people, both co
workers and students," Robert Kiel, assistant professor of so
cial work, said. "Coworkers are extremely supportive of each
other, both professionally and spiritually, and our students are
the most down-to-earth, real bunch of people, with hearts fo
cused on caring for disenfranchised, hurting people."
The core of the behavioral science department is helping
people. The program director and associate professor of social
work, Dr. Lanny Endicott, was a part of the department for 43
Tulsa.
years as of 20 17 and had been a pioneer of social work in
Having co-founded the South Tulsa Community House, a so
cial service agency that helpS residents in the 61 st and Peo
ria area, behavioral science majors were able to help various

The

people,

Behavioral Science

families and groups who
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were

actually had students that ran the Com
munity House," Dr. Endicott said, "They did all the work. I
supervised them and had them run things."
In addition to this, Dr. Endicott was the co-chair of Warrior
Partnerships of Eastern Oklahoma. This organization offered a
large number of resources for war veterans, including employ
"For

a

long time,

I

ment, academic and mental health assistance. Behavioral sci

majors were exposed to this organization and others like
it, having the chance to obtain internships and even eventual
employment opportunities.
"Our faculty members are so active in the community that
it would require a large volume to catalog it all," Dr. Cal East
erling, professor of sociology, said.
With such a proactive and cooperative example to follow,
behavioral science majors could make their mark in the Tulsa
community. The department and the students worked together
to improve the lives oflocal residents, preparing the students to
ence

go out into the world

in need.
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as

the embodiment of the whole person.
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CA E FOR CHEMISTRY
PA I G E
hen the

only girl

in lab class

MCQUEEN
"And I

him

sat next to

freshman year, Matthew Goelzer didn't know
she would still be beside him four years later.

beside her

as

His

Julianna Sherman gave little thought to the boy
well, until a professor drew attention to both of them.

to

a

the heat and the pressure, and
date by the end of the week."
was

not

-

'1

,

,

excuse to

ask her

on a

excuse

worked

brilliantly,

and the

two

dated for the

•

_

"

perfect

engaged in more than their research. The Chemistry and Biol
ogy department's close-knit community contributed to Goelzer
and Sherman's romance. It was also the perfect atmosphere for
science students to experiment with their own
hypotheses.
"Students take many of the same courses, including three to
four hour weekly labs, where there is more hands-on individual
and group interaction and more opportunity for faculty and
students to get to know one another,"Dr.John Korstad, profes
sor of
biology, said. "There are many opportunities for students
to
develop leadership and service skills through work as teach
ing assistants, research assistants, tutors and much more."
Goelzer and Sherman intended to compile their senior
paper research on the protein Arnot, involved in wound healing,
particularly in breast cancer, and submit it to a science journal
sometime after graduation. The couple would
say "I do" pre
cisely 1,000 days after the date of their engagement, proving
there is more than one type of chemistry.

particularly mind the pressure for romance,
had just the girl in mind.

Goezler did
and he

have

the

three years while working on their senior project together.
Goelzer got down on one knee, and the couple became in

professor pointed to me and then to her and teased
being positive and negative charges attracted to one
another, despite not knowing one another," Goelzer, biology
major and biochemistry minor, said.
That first day may have been a little awkward, but Goel
zer and Sherman shared almost every class together. Gradually,
they became best friends.
"We took it slow and waited until the fall of our sopho
more
year to start dating," Sherman, senior biology major, said.
"We were taking microbiology and Dr. Gaikwad [chair of the
Biology and Chemistry department] was kindly picking on
Matthew as an analogy on how enzymes need to be with their
other part, which happens because of heat and pressure. Dr.
that he needed

was

next

about

Gaikwad told him that this

it

date," Goelzer said.

"The

us

thought

,
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tudents knew him

his

his eternal

optimism and
poverty into provision. At

by

passion
morning every Tuesday and Thursday,
to

turn

7:50 in the

Instructor of

Marketing

into class with

would

cause

"How

professor

marketing

cup of coffee and

students

to

a

lecture that

marvel.

answer

he was,

Teles believed in

Business students

that Teles and other pro
fessors in the business school were there to draw out the
excellence in them. At ORU, teaching was more than
a

not

desperately in need of hope.
"The first problem we have in business is the stereotype
of helping people rather than empowering people," Teles
said. "Charities help people, but business can teach people
how to make their own money and solve their own problems.
This is social entrepreneurship. We are teaching our students

recognized

just

for instructors-it was

what

Jesus Christ, business and his students. ORU's School of Bus i
ness was the
training ground for his students to best prepare
to go into the marketplace with the goal of turning rags into
riches for the poverty stricken, the widows and the communi
ties

business that both empowers people and makes a
this, they must be very careful and very creative."

"I have

only the kind of
but also the way he lived his everyday life.
impacting the world through the love of

perfectly encapsulated

a

profit. To do

job

you, Bruno?" they asked each morning.
the dream," he replied each time.

are

"Living
This

his

a

Bruno Teles sauntered

to create

seen

a

calling.

it time and time

again where professors drop
students," Brittany Reagle,

pray for

they
doing just
marketing major and teacher's assistant for the chair
the
of
business department, said. "They encourage students to
become leaders in anyway possible, whether it is to
help get an
or
a
business
idea.
The
internship help patent
professors make
you realize that here at 0 RU, we as students don't just build
resumes, we build lifelong relationships. This Godly influence
is so desperately needed in the
marketplace today."
Teles and the 13 other business professors at ORU
taught their students that business is more than mere profit
and that many times solutions are in
places no one has gone
before. They learned to look difficulties in the
eye everyday
and say, "I'm still living the dream."
are

to

senior
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EXPERTS IN TRAINING
EMMA
has been said the expert in

anything was once a begin
mentality adopted by student interns.
Oral Roberts University students in the Communica
tion, Arts and Media department strived for positions
in various internship programs in order to experience
the work environment, familiarize themselves with the industry
t

ner-this is the

and learn from the experts.
Russell Dorsey, senior convergence

interned

the

I've worked

for, and that was

an

honor."

Dorsey wrote many articles on the Chicago Cubs and the
White Sox, including the first Cubs World Series win since
1908. As a 21-year-old, he was the youngest reporter in the
clubhouses, and

one

of his articles

was

featured

on

the Bleacher

Report app, which reached thousands of sports fans daily.
Rachelle Rummage, senior advertising and international
community development major, was offered an internship at
the Philbrook

museum

immediately

after

an

interview with

the director of communications. Her duties included collecting
data, writing press releases, forming a media plan and more.

"The

most

rewarding part
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the communication

said.

has been

meeting

,

the others in

at

the

am

Philbrook," Rummage

things, have
amazing things in

stories and talents and done

unique
lives. I

department

all have done such incredible

"They

inspired daily by

them

to

go

work hard and do what you love."
For Peyton Luke, senior convergence

out

such
their

and take chances,

journalism major, her

dream come true. She traveled to New
work for the Fox Business Network show, "Making
Money with Charles Payne." As an intern, she generated graph
summer

journalism major,
Daily Herald newspaper in Chicago as a sports writer. With
this opportunity, he researched, composed stories and interviewed
several athletes, including Kris Bryant, 2016 National League MVP.
"Getting the opportunity to write sports in one of the
largest markets in the country and my hometown was unbeliev
able," Dorsey said. "The other thing that stood out to me was
that out of 600 other applicants from elite journalism schools in
the U.S., the Daily Herald believed in my talents and the things
at

SHAW

York

internship

was a

to

ics, edited videos, researched stories, printed scripts and
"It

wonderful

more.

and

definitely worth it," Luke
opportunity
particular environment and
surrounded by professionals at the top of their industry was
beyond
valuable and insightful for helping shape my future career."
Because her internship was during an election year, Luke was
able to see news coverage of presidential election
updates daily.
When the summer was over, Luke continued
working for Fox as
was a

said. "The

experience

to

be in that

campus associate, representing the network and encouraging
ORU students to look into media internships and careers.
a

"I understand the environment, demands and
responsi
bilities within the broadcast industry much better than I did
I needed
before, and it gave me the knowledgeable

perspective

I prepare

career," Luke said.
These three students, and countless others, not only
absorbed knowledge and experience from their
internships, but
found a passion for their work.
Qualified as they were, they took on a beginner status in
anticipation of one day becoming an expert.
as

to

begin

my

own

PHOTOS: YUBI LEE
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PAYTON FRONCZAK

®

Russell Dorsey gains experience for his
internship by writing sports articles for
the ORU Oracle.

®

Rachelle Rummage is proud to show off
the Philbrook Museum where she does
her internship.

©

Peyton Luke proudly represents
News

on

Fox

campus.
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the very best part of the department is the
students," Dr. Debra Sowell, professor of computing and
mathematics, said. "You have to be called to be a computing

he

Computing and Math department at ORU was
a core
pillar of education on campus. It prepared
its students to succeed in education, industry,

"Probably

government and business and boasted an array of
professors who were eager to see their students
grasp concepts and break new ground.
The computing and math professors at ORU were inspired
and enthusiastic about teaching. Having pursued a college edu
cation

themselves, they

or

with

a

some

language
that

that God used

about the

inspires.

There is

a

very

BonuS
-

An APplet

consists

IS a

of tWO

during

their time

the future with

ro fam

at

an

enjoy

bond that holds

quantitatively
alike-together. It is hard to

ORU, these students

delight and

..

1

web. It
ed forthe
called
code
It.
that calls
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that �as been
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into His presence. Mathemat
the awe that it
and

opportunity to pursue a career in computing and
math was an opportunity to pursue excellence, greatness and
their
progress. The technology, education and support from
professors were crucial stepping stones on the computing and
math majors' paths to success. With the tools they obtained

.

Inform.atl�n.
lava p

this wonderful universe

language

unique

mathematics is the

An

APplets
•

enter

by God

gifted
explain, but you know it when you are a part of it."

JAVA and HTML

.

gift. After all,

folks-students and teachers

student and did

have been endowed

to construct

call home until we

we

must

talent and

special

ics students understand that

empathetic
challenges
could
to
everything they
help their
students succeed. Computing and math majors especially had
the support of their department.
''At the beginning of every fall semester we sponsor a picnic,"
Dr. Kenneth Preston, associate professor of computer science,
said. "We, on a regular basis, have lunch with the students in the
campus cafeteria, plus we have an open door policy throughout
the department. There does not seem to be any issue with inter
acting with our majors because we all have common interests."
The computing and math professors stood with their stu
dents through the challenges of pursuing a computing and
math degree and were always willing to help a student with
understanding a difficult concept. The department also offered
various tutors for struggling students, and together they helped
students triumph and achieve their goals. Every student was
valued and cared for by the department.
of being

were

mathematics student. You

co�p

li

t
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able
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UTTERMOST
BOUNDS
PAIGE

or

packing up
simply wasn't

some,

homa

and

moving

feasible.

to

MCQUEEN

Tulsa, Okla

Approximately

300

"I remember

the Lord

students attended ORU without

making any physi
cal appearances. The Online Learning and Distance
program made it possible for these adult and non
traditional students

experience the distinctive nature of
they would otherwise be unable.
"During my quiet time one afternoon, I felt the Holy Spirit speak
to my heart, 'Enroll at 0 RU. Study My Word, and I will meet
you
there, Cathy Louise Daugherty, senior biblical literature major, said.
Daugherty lived in Colorado and was heavily involved with
to

ORU's classes when

'"

missions

at

the time. She didn't know how she would make it

ORU. Undaunted
tion

she

to

doubt,
by
faithfully
applica
and, in the process, discovered the online learning program.

"Distance
in

the

studying
Standing

learning gives

me

the

sent

opportunity

in

to

an

obey

God

ORU and still do missions," Daughtery said.
on God's
promise, she was able to experience ORU's

at

distinct mind,

body

and

spirit emphasis

from thousands of miles

away. For Jessica Paola Molina, international admissions represen
tative, coming to ORU seemed like an impossible dream as well.

PHOTO: MARK MOORE

DESIGN: BROOKLYNN SPILLE

Not

sitting in the living room couch crying and asking
open the doors for me to attend 0 RU," Molina said.
long after that, Molina was able to take classes from
to

her home in South Carolina.

',[Being] a married adult with a college student who at times
juggled classes, a job, ministry and a family was not always easy,"
Molina said.
teachers

"However, ORU's counselors, success
and

coaches and

students succeed."

always ready help
graduated from ORU with a bachelor's degree in
and
ministry
leadership through the online learning program.
were

to

are

Molina

She then took

international admissions represen
tative for the online learning
program and assisted students
like
who,
herself, had dreamed of attending 0 RU.
a

position

as

The online campus connected ORU to these women and to
the far reaches of the world. Students from South Carolina all
the way to Japan enrolled in classes offered
semester

and

summer.

Two

two

times

graduate degrees and

during each
14 undergradu

degrees
technology degree. Thanks to the online learning program, 0 RU
ate

is

a

are

available, including the newly offered information

little bit closer
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to

the

uttermost

bounds.
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SPIRIT OF EXCELLENCE
PA I G E

YBARRA

of the U.S. adult popu
doctorate of any kind, Dr.:

lthough only 2 percent
lation had earned

Sheree

a

King sought

throw it

out

to

take this statistic and

the window. Over the

course

of

King earned her doctorate in edu
cation leadership while working as the director of student suc

puses." This
primary

and retention in the student services office

Prior

to

earning

her

doctorate, King earned

at

ORU.

two

other de

grees from ORU, including a bachelor's in elementary educa
tion and a master's in public school administration.

"I chose ORU
I

not

only

because I worked here, but be
atmosphere and hu

with the holistic

outcomes

using "McCracken Methodology," and the
of the study included leadership, relationship,

mission and student outcome. Once the dissertation

King

several years,

cess

included

defended it

"It

was a

to a

rigorous

event, but I felt

know my

inside and

study

King plans

to use
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and their

out

rigor throughout

her doctorate first and foremost

the Lord. She then strives

and

Christian Cam-

prepared because of the

the

process prepared me for that defense. There was an un
shakable confidence in the validity and reliability of my study."

ceived Effectiveness ofMulticultural Offices

on

so

writing

settle,
They
said.
"I
learned
best," King

was so

written,

committee," King said. "The grooming of the committee to be
confident, to know the research, to know the methodology, to

pleased
man touch,"
King said. "I was also pleased with my previous
degrees, and I truly felt that ORU was the best place."
The process of attaining a doctorate degree includes re
searching and writing a dissertation-a formal, long essay. King's
dissertation study was titled, "The Primary Purpose and Per
cause

was

committee of faculty members.

to

students

help

succeed, along

tion field in the cultural

"The
evident.

to

spirit

to use

it

with

competence

for her

legacy
contributing

as a

and
to

the educa

area.

of excellence in the education

don't

to

glorifY
family and
to

department

is

so

they encourage you to be your
a
life-long learner, to persevere

be

be humble."
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the ORU community of educators
Lydia Alabach ©leads
Oral Roberts
University

as

president of TelA.

SHAW

EMMA
widely thought the field of education was a dying one.
With historically low wages and little
funding in states like
Oklahoma, some feared a shortage of students pursuing the
profession was on the horizon. At Oral Roberts Univer
sity, however, students in the education department sought
to prove the
passion in their hearts for teaching outweighed their
concerns about the future of educational
funding.
education
Lydia Alabach, junior elementary
major, said she
originally had no intention of going into teaching. However,
after several authority figures in her life recommended the
pro
fession, she sought God and received confirmation. Since then,
t was

she discovered

a

passion

for the education

ministry

and became

of the Teacher Candidate

president
the College

Leadership Association,
professional organization.
"The purpose ofTCLA is to provide teacher candidates
everyone who is an education major-with opportunities to gain
professional development, to plug into the community of fellow
education

majors, to get involved with community outreach

glory

to use our

field of

study

to

bring

College

their value

as an

many lives

through

outreaches
the

demanding

their intended

support,

serve

the school

as a

teacher who will

system," Alabach

here in

cially
glory that

impact

so

said.

immense

and prepare her classmates for

careers.

© Oral Roberts University

majors. They would
was a

field

all

soon

they

enter

consid

struggle.

educator includes many challenges, espe
Oklahoma," Alabach said. "However, the eternal

comes

obstacle worth

for

education

education field, but it

"The life of

president ofTCLA, Alabach worked together with Dr.
Boyd, Dean of the College of Education, and Professor
to

individual and

just for

ered worth the

God," Alabach said.

Gerald Landers

team

Alabach considered ORU's group of future educators a
family. Together they attended social events, conferences and

As
Kim

and for the teacher candidates
of Education is that each person will know

heart for this

within the

of Education's

local schools and
to

"My

an

from

investing

overcoming."

in these children makes every

DESTINEE
ften when

eliminate health risks

of a

duced.

people think of engineers, they think
standing in a dark room with protective
eyewear, papers everywhere and a laser cutting
into a piece of metal, creating something new.
Engineering was all of this and yet so much
more

DREYER

than what

man

the eye.
is the profession of

an

by significantly reducing the smoke pro
be much more than simply working in
Engineering
office. Engineers can bring realistic solutions to developing
can

countries. The needs

Learning

to

component of the

met

scientific ideas

are

think

there, but the solutions
and

are

creatively
resourcefully
engineering program at ORU,

not."

was a

major

and it

was

changing
"Engineering
implemented countries away.
to
the
solve
for
all
benefit
of
practical designs
problems
"Being resourceful was a major lesson I learned from this
people," Dr. Kenneth Weed, dean of the College of Science and trip," Higginbotham said. "There was a mechanic in Brazil that
Engineering, said. "Engineers consider the needs of people and worked with us to build the ovens. We were informed that our
find ways to address those needs using the tools, technologies
design could not have any welding work done because the shop
and ideas currently available through science. ORU engineer
in Brazil did not have access to a
welding machine. This was
students
to
fulfill
the
mission
of
accurate
information; however, the mechanic found a way to
graduate fully prepared
ing
'weld'
changing every person's world-literally."
hinges onto the door of the oven. He simply used a blow
Engineering had such an impact on everything in society. torch and wire to make the connection."
Not only did it impact the physical lifestyles of people, but ORU's
The engineering department looked at
meeting the needs of
a
as well. In
as
well
as
engineering program incorporated spiritual aspect
people physically
spiritually. Engineering had a power
the summer of2016, a team of engineering students went to the
ful impact on society, and the department
prepared students to
of
Brazil
for
make an impact not just locally or even
Carrilho,
nearly one month.
poverty stricken city
nationally, but globally.
In Carrilho, 80 percent of the villagers worked with cashews.
"Is it possible that people groups in
developing countries
Most of the villagers roasted cashews in huts, constantly breathing have physical needs that can be addressed by a group of ORU
in smoke in a confined space, which drastically affected their health.
engineering students using their knowledge to consider novel
"Our task for the trip was to create a working prototype of ways of assisting the people to meet their needs?" Dr. Weed
said. "If the answer is even 'maybe,' then it seems that our Lord
a cashew oven," Sarah Higginbotham, junior mechanical engi
neering major, said. "Our main goal for the cashew oven was to would want us to try."
into
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Thomas Monnier and his trans
lator Isaac go from home to
home to share the

Gospel.

Thomas Monnier and Austin

Short

proudly carry
pleted cookstove.

Sarah
a

girl

the com

Higginbotham
while in

Brazil.

prays for

HEN
OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKS
EMMA

SHAW

English and Modern

Bell, junior nursing major, presented her paper titled, "Born

Languages department. Learning to be better communica
tors with people from across the globe was an opportunity
in itself, but the department faculty made sure their stu
dents did not graduate without offering every chance they
could to help them enhance their talents.
"[The faculty] are knowledgeable and always rooting for us,"
Ann Chinworth, senior English education major, said. "They all

Ignorant: Examining John Locke's Sixteenth Century
Philosophy Through the Lens of Cognitive Neuroscience
and Psychology."
"It was quite a bit more intimate than what I had anticipated,

t was a

year of opportunities for the

exhibit the kind of gracious and kind teacher I

want to

be, and I

live up to the incredibly high standard they've set for us."
hope
During the fall semester, the College ofArts and Cultural Stud
I

can

ies hosted the Southwest Conference

on

Christianity and Literature

CityPlex Towers, granting many students in the
English and Modem Languages department an occasion to present
(SWCCL)

in the

"The purpose of [the conference]
dents and scholars an opportunity to

literary

to

allow

faculty,

stu

dialogue and present on
topics," Dr. Mark Hall, Dean of the College of

Arts and Cultural
Dr.

was

Studies, said.

Hall, who helped put the conference together, had

his British literature class prepare papers

160 ACADEMICS

to

present. Allison

so

on

much easier

to

present my ideas. It was

so
spe
I
ended
atmosphere
supportive;
up expounding
certain points I had been too hesitant to put into the papeJi

cial. The

was so

I turned

in," Bell said. "I was the only student who was not an
English major to present, so I feel like that speaks volumes as to
the level of participation in the conference."
Since taking Dr. Hall's British literature class, Bell said she
loved being able to merge her passions for science and litera
ture, despite her career path to nursing.
"It was

their work.

various

which made it

something that really showed

connected in

one

way

or

me

how

everything is

another," Bell said.

The SWCCL conference was

of the

highlights of the year
for the English and Modem Languages department, along with a
conference on C.S. Lewis and the Inklings in the spring semester.
Opportunities knocked at every door-it was the teacher's
job to help the students find them.

© Oral Roberts University
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A FOUNDATION

the FUTURE

or

HANNAH
school

at

Graduate

ORU

prepared

students

to

FLETCHER
face

their futures with confidence. It helped students
make the most of their education and refine the skills
they had learned for real-life application. Graduate

school cultivated

relationships students developed with profes
students, establishing them for a lifetime.
David Floyd, business graduate student,
experienced first
hand the benefits of pursuing a graduate
degree. After obtaining
an
accounting degree and needing additional hours to take the
Uniform Certified Public Accountant exam, Floyd opted for an
sors

and fellow

MBA and

never

looked back.

"When I choose

do

something, I want to do it well, and I
college
prepared me to do business well,"
Floyd said. "With my MBA, I eventually want to start my own
consulting firm for small businesses, churches and other non
profits to assist them in doing business with excellence."
Floyd saw the business graduate program as a way to refine his
believe the

to

their education with

and out-of-class

assignments, with

professors being guides throughout
process," Floyd said.
Participating in the graduate program also opened doors for
Floyd to take part in unique and valuable opportunities to learn
the

about the business world. He and
able

travel

a

group of other students

were

Hobby Lobby's headquarters in Oklahoma City,
OK. Together, they met with Mart Green, son of Hobby Lobby's
to

to

founder, David Green, and were given
David

a

tour

of the facilities there.

learned many things during his time at ORU,
and this would not have been possible without the graduate pro

Floyd

gram. With the
solidified, he was

of business

business skills and build

projects

fum foundation upon which to establish
his future. Because of the graduate program, he was also able to
a

develop strong relationships with his professors and fellow students.
"On the grad level, students take more of an active role in

© Oral Roberts University

things he learned and the relationships
likely to succeed in whatever he chose.

he

NEXPE
DESTINEE

It is

Running.

a

activity log books, to field tests, to the Fun Run;
running is a lifestyle and a crucial part of being a

One of the

at

best part about it is that you get to do it with friends and talk the
whole time. I think 7 a.m. is too early for most students, but it's :fum.

0 RU.

biggest

events

the Health and Fitness

DREYER

Ortegon, junior theology major, said.
Ortegon's biggest tip for completing the Fun Run: "Walk it. The

huge aspect ofORU. From Fitbits,

to

student

Depart

every year is the Fun Run. This event has been
since the late '80s and has always been an opportunity

because

for students

receive extra credit upon

completion.
always
designed to give the students an
opportunity to experience an organized road race," Dr. Fritz Huber,
to

Fun Run
81st

coordinator, said. "Back in the '90s. the Fun Run started on

street at

Lewis and went down Riverside

and back. This was when the field

test was

to

the 71st street light

a

and 1.5 miles for freshmen, but there was still

time limit in which students

must

perform

the

test

in in order to

good grade. This was where the Fun Run became a necessity
for many students to pass their HPE courses with flying colors.
"The extra credit to the fun run is the best part," Carissa
receive

a

,

,<
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opportunity for students

an

"Coordinating

to earn extra

facilitators

the Fun Run is

as
a

fun social

event

credit, but it had

and
later

well.
lot easier

now

since there

longer a fee for the event," Dr. Huber said. "The Fun Run
changed over the years. When it was counting as a Field Test
time and grade, there was a lot of
pressure on the faculty to watch

is

no

has

to

make

sure

the results

were

correct.

Now it is

truly a fun experience for both the students and faculty."
The HPE Department emphasized the importance of body,
mind and spirit, and the Fun Run was a
great way to stay in shape,
well

as

few

opportunity to socialize with friends while earning a
points to help boost grades and morale. As Dr. Huber

as an

extra

said, "It is truly a fun experience."
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had the Fun Run become

for cheaters and

three miles."

The field test, which was required of all students, consisted of two
miles for upperclassmen

only

become much easier

been

"The Fun Run has

afterwards, usually everyone goes out to breakfast together."

Not

ment creates

going on
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PRIMARY PERSPECTIVES
FLETCHER

HANNAH

humanities and government are a part
of ORU's curriculum because they are vital

the student

istory,

mission

to

students'

of who

understanding

elections

national relations

during a presidential election. The professors
department were able to use the election's events in
class to spark discussion and application within the curriculum.
"I taught History of U.S. Presidency just prior to the elec
tion," Dr. Paul Vickery, professor of history, said. "The class was
mostly comprised of history and government majors, so they
how

are

it from

a

historic

also

the presidency,

friendly, though sometimes heated, atmosphere. Certainly the
ideological lines were obvious, but civil."
At ORU, HHG professors understood the importance of

166 ACADE�;1ICS
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see

them share their ideas in

a

cordial manner."

educate their students and enhance the class

a

"

could often hear discussions

about their

department encouraged discussion
and the expression of personal beliefs within the student body by
leading through example. Their actions sparked interest among
their students, and they took advantage of this interest to further

perspective,

�

major, said. "I

Those within the HHG

the issues similar or different from years past, the role of
as well as its creation. We discussed many issues in

i

facing

interest in the election

professors
opinions of each candidate,
results of recent polls or how each candidate performed in the
latest presidential debate. The professors each had their own per
spective and opinion, but they respectfully conveyed that opinion
to others in the
department. As a student, it was a good perspec
tive being able to see the enthusiasm of each professor but yet

within the

at

precipitate

issues

showing the news about the
and presidential debates," Emily Goelzer, senior inter

between the

2016-to teach

into the election. We looked

to

political

among their students.
"The TV would always be

foundation upon which to stand and contribute to the world.
The department had a very unique opportunity during

were

informed of the

America and did their best

they are in
the modern world. This was why the History,
Humanities and Government department has a
give every student with whom they interact a firm
to

body being

of their
to

experience. Because

professors' initiative, ORU students were one step closer
they needed to truly impact the world.

the firm foundation

.

"
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Adam

Giedd addresses the
ORU Honors Council.

®

Emily Goodwin, Austin Sweet,
Colt Jones and Adam Giedd
listen intently during the
meeting.

© Oral Roberts University

THE COUNCIL
DESTINEE
of papers stacked

high, the open candy wrap
laid
which
pers
every
way and the empty coffee cups
and coffee stained pages sat resolute reminding the

The

piles

students, yet again,

there

The students of the Honors

a

standard. Pushed

higher

additional

course

just too

Program

much

to

do.

held themselves

to

the extremes, they often had
work. The driving force behind the Honors

Program, however, was
''As

was

to

the Honors Council.

council, we

are

the

community, and the
Honors

council

set

the

tone

ity work," Adam Giedd,
"There's

senior Honors Council

but when it's for the wrong reasons it
and have some pretty serious affects."

and vision for the entire

Program while continuing to remember what the pur
of
pose
doing all the excess work truly was.
''As honors students, it can be easy to get caught up in the
notion that we have to be involved in everything, to get straight
N.s, basically work really hard and produce a lot of high qual-

can

be

The central theme the Honors Council

focus

entire Honors

quote, 'It's

not

came

enough

to

determined

not

only

to

for the

Program.

out

be

really exhausting

was

called, "Industrial Resolution",

on was

council, but for the
reau

President, said.
excellence,

nothing inherently wrong with hard work or

"Industrial Resolution

responsible for the student life aspects of
program," Ashley Riggs, junior communications major, said.
'We have a president, vice president, treasurer, events coordinator(s),
communications coordinator, secretary, chaplain and an alumni rela
tions team. Our primary goal is to ensure that the students within
the program have the best experience possible--socially, spiritually
and academically through events, classes and community."
The Honors Program was a community within the ORU
a

DREYER

of the

Henry David Tho

industrious,

so are

the ants;

the question is what are you industrious about?'" Giedd said. "So
Industrial Resolution is really a reminder to honors students

busyness for busyness' sake, but be inspired to
find that one thing that God created them to do, and resolve to
work hard towards that one goal."
The council believed the Honors Program was more than just
a
group of gifted students striving for a 4.0, but instead, leaders
who were striving to live for a higher purpose. Being on the council
was similar to
being a visionary the council led the leaders.
not to

give

in

to

-

"We
much

want

we can

the heart of the program

achieve in

the Lord has put in

© Oral Roberts University

us

our own

to

use

to

focus less

on

how

and

more about what
strength
glory," Riggs said.

for His
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ACHO
DESTINEE

rays cascaded through the large window
the sound of music enthusiastically trickled
sun

The
as

the

practice

rooms

Each

day,

out

and the violinist unlocked her

This is Timko-the

and learn how

panels

building where

music

comes

of

case.

alive.

ORU music students attend classes within Timko
to use

their musical

passion for global impact.

"Honestly, going through my classes, I've gotten to see how
music brings hope and joy to people when they might not have
any," Mickayla Burk, junior musical therapy major, said. "It's
brought me closer to God because I am honored that He has
given me such a beautiful gift that I get to share with others and
that I get to bring honor and glory to His name."
Music has been known to bring people together cross cul
turally and throughout generations. However, being a musician
wasn't always the easiest or the most economically rewarding
profession according to Ben Skeie, sophomore composition
major emphasizing in film. Yet, every hour and penny lost to the
art

of music

Skeie

was

worth it.

began playing and performing piano for family vid
eos at the
age of four. By his freshman year of high school, he
decided he wanted to be a film score composer for Hollywood.
By the end of his high school career, Skeie could sing and play
piano, clarinet, bus an, saxophone, mellophone, drums, bass and
was
working on acoustic. He believed, one day, he could infil
trate into a culture
desperate for Jesus.
"I am really working on learning about every instrument so

DREYER

I

learn

write for

them, because in the big picture, and
even now, I will and have been
writing for full orchestras,"
Skeie said. "So that includes woodwinds, clarinets, flute, brass,
strings, violin, cello, bass, trumpets, viola, percussion, the xylo
phone, every type of drum, choral music and all the voices. So
there is a lot that goes into it, and I get intimidated anytime
I think about it. But I just have to find that passion again and
can

to

that interest and know that I
that

I

am

able

to

persevere

starting slow right now."
Even when things were slow going, Skeie's
b.ecome increasingly better and eventually change
music kept him going.

though

even

"One

'You

can

through

am

desire

to

lives with

thing a professor said that really stuck with me was,
really take a lot from this class not only learning to

persevere with piano, but there is going to be a lot of other
stuff in life that is going to be tough and it may start slow.'But
I noticed that

even

when it started

up and get easier," Skeie said.
A major aspect Skeie desired

slow,
to

it would start to

learn

at

ORU

was

pick
how

compose for entire orchestras in order to become better
prepared for the film score industry in Hollywood. However,
to

he also believes ORU had many other lessons
the realm of music.
'1 think that in
else in

everything
Skeie said

there is

to

offer outside

something

to

learn for

music filled the hollow walls of

life,"
anything
Timko, continuing to teach lessons to composers and listeners alike.
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HEROES IN SCRUBS
PA I G E
normal school

many students from the
nursing department put on their navy blue scrubs
and traveled to local
hospitals for clinicals. They
a

On

walked

through

day,

the

lighted hallways, passing rooms
equipment, until they arrived at their
rooms where
patients'
they used their hours of study to assist
them with both physical and emotional needs.
''My favorite part about clinicals is visiting with patients and
being an emotional support for them," Abby Brandt, senior nursing
major, said. "The best feeling is knowing you helped make a moment,
a
day or a situation even just a little less miserable for a patient."
Nursing students all across campus put their learning and
training gained during class into practice during clinicals Stu
dents spent two days a week assisting the needs of
patients with
their assigned nurses in various hospitals
throughout Tulsa.
Each day was different. Tasks included bathing
patients, help
them
to
the
bathroom,
ing
go
cleaning rooms, changing beds,
full of hospital beds and

.

giving

out

medications and

YBARRA

giving 1M injections.

Along with assisting the nurse in various situations, students
also assigned a specific patient during their clinical shift. Tak

were

of this

patient could involve a head-to-toe assessment, a
mental and respiratory status checkup, cardiac assessments, muscle
strength tests and a mental and spiritual health evaluation.
"I love being able to encourage the patients and show them
God's love, whether it's by praying with them or helping them
with their physical needs," Michayla Evans, junior nursing
major, said. "ORU nursing doesn't just focus on the physical
aspect of nursing, but the spiritual, and it really helps you see
your patients as God's children, not just sick people."
Because the life of a nursing student during clinicals could
be busy, students found that acquiring a solid support group, a
time management schedule, a planner and a strong relationship
with Jesus helped minimize the stress accompanying the hours
of study and clinical shifts.
ing

care

"It's easy to get stressed about how much you have
because there is so much to know. However, you are never
to

know it all because it is

ing,

even once

you

are a

After the shifts

field where you will
nurse," Evans said.

were

a

over,

always

to

do

going

be learn

nursing students drove

back

to

their homes

or
campus dorms to rest from their day. Amidst
the nine hour shifts that entailed different duties, students were

successful in

© Oral Roberts University

accomplishing their given tasks

as

part of clinicals.

LYT
YBARRA

PAIGE

occupations such as church administration, missionaries, pastors
and nonprofit leadership. Through knowledge gained in studying
the Bible, theology, ethics, apologetics, missions and business,
students were equipped to minister with a global awareness at[
throughout the world through the role of business.
With five students in the graduating class, the major contin
ued to grow as more students decided to pursue the degree. Only
one student claimed the degree when it started in 2013, and in
2016, the number grew to 25 students by the fall semester.
"It feels so exciting to be a part of a class that will become
pioneers for other students and maybe even generations," Lau
ren Miller, senior global ministry and the
marketplace major,
said. "I'm looking forward to blazing a trail that will help oth
ers both in business and ministry."
Though this was only the beginning for the new major m
the Theology Department, high hopes and expectations were
placed on it. Because the need for trained Christian leadership
was urgently increasing,
obtaining a global ministry in the mar
ketplace degree provided tools to not only engage in the worid
around them, but to minister through the often forgotten mis

2013, a new degree in ORU's Theology Department was born.
Four years later in 2017, the first class of students majoring in

In

global ministry and the marketplace prepared to graduate.

2013, Dr. John Thompson recognized the new "business
was impacting society and Christian mis
sions. He felt a degree in the field of business as mission was
needed in the College of Theology and Ministry. Hence, he pro
posed the global ministry and the marketplace degree program.
In

of mission" trend

"Students will intern with international businesses that
look

anew

at their business activities as

expression

an

of their

calling and service to God," Assistant Professor of Practical
Theology Dr. Eloy Nolivos said. "These businesses see how
God established the institution and
of

of business

practice

as a

His creation mandate to steward for all of

fulfilling
releasing the power of business to aid in the task
of fulfilling the great commission."
At the request of the president, the department created the
major and internship in the fall of2013 for business-minded stu
dents to provide knowledge and experience to work cross cultur
ally as they sought out to fulfill God's will for their lives. The
degree prepared students to be successful in ministry in various
means

creation. He is
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gardens

in Oxford. Photo

by Hannah Hall.

ALLABROAD
PA I G E

he

promise

of tomorrow burned

MCQUEEN

bright for students

in the

study abroad program. They finished piles of
paperwork in addition to schoolwork. For Anna
Pearson, junior English literature major, the
work
Pearson stuffed

a

Oxford, England.
was a

dream for

writing

an

classes and

"I attended

extra

well worth it. In the 2016 fall semester,
suitcase with books and clothes and flew to
A city known for its literary heritage, Oxford
was

English major. The program

offered

rigorous

discussions with

professors.
a
weekly individual meeting with my professor
one-on-one

and spent the rest of the week in Oxford's extensive libraries,
filling my brain with every bit of information I could garner on

Dr.

Joann Allen, professor of English

study abroad programs, worked with students
planning
go to English-speaking countries on their appli
cations process. France, Spain, Austria, Japan and Washington
D.C. were just a few places available for students to spend the
summer or semester
studying.
"Students returning from study abroad are overwhelmingly
campus and
to

positive
the
for

about their time abroad

who wandered

topic," Pearson said. "I was constantly challenged to
deeply and academically than ever before."
Pearson wasn't confined to the library, however. She explored
Oxford and took trips to London, Ireland and the Stonehenge.
"[Studying abroad] broadens your outlook on the world so
much and provides so many unique experiences," Pearson said.
more

© Oral Roberts University

events

were

lost.

and

or

in domestic programs and

memories," Dr. Allen said.
life-changing
Studying abroad offered a once-in-a-lifetime experience
students who caught the travel bug. Not all ORU students

my essay

think

and director of off
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James Adamski
Ramson-Wise Adedeji
Andrea Adelmann

-

SO

-

Brenda Aldama

SO

-

SO

-

Jacinda Alexander

-

Renea Allen
Scott Allen

-

-

Shirley Allen

-

-

Atterberry

-

-

Cainan Balagia
Stefany Baltazar

Samuel

Baquera
Bardsley
Miqueas Barreiro

Chance

Jonathan Basile
Xavier

Beasley

-

SR

SR

-

SO

-

-

-

JR

SO
SO

-

-

FR

SR

-

Ana Avila
Juanita Baiza

JR

SO

-

Abdullaziz Askarov

JR
FR

FR

-

Ann-Philip
Ana Apolo

JR

SR

-

Sarah Anderson

Victoria

FR

-

Elisha Alexander

JR
SO

-

Elise Adelmann
Olubukunmi Akinremi

Ruth

FR

-

JR
FR
SR
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Nicholas Becker

SO

-

Berg SO
SO
Grace Bergner
Emily Bernard SO
Anna

-

-

-

Jacob Bishoff

JR

-

Sydney Bishoff
Jillian Blake

FR

-

FR

-

Eric

Blessing JR
FR
Nicole Blessing
-

-

Daniela Bolivar

JR

-

Elijah Bowers FR
Stephen Bradley SR
-

-

Hannah Brennecke
Isabella Briseno

Meghan Brobst

Garrett Brown
Louis Brown

FR

-

SO

-

FR

-

Samantha Bruner
Matthew Brunner

Dewayne Bryant

Wyatt Bullard

SR

-

SO

-

JR

-

SR
Michael Buonaiuto

Mickayla Burk
Ashley Burns

FR

-

SO

-

-

-

SR

JR

-

FR
Gerardo Cadena
SO
-

-

Ashleigh Cain SO
Kaitlyn Calcote FR
Alejandro Camacho
Bianca Can ley
JR
Joy Carignan SO
-

-

-

FR

-

-
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Caitlin

Carpenter

Hyun Chang

SO

-

Cho

SO

-

SO

-

-

Cailee Coe

-

-

Abigail Cook
Cooper

-

-

-

Cole Cuzick

PR

-

Na'Coleone Daniels

-

Gloria Davis

-

-

-

-

JR

SR
SO

-

Robert Dennis
Kristie Deras

SR

-

Lisa Daniels

JR

SR

-

Olivija Daftartaite

FR

SO

-

Cunningham

FR

SO

-

Morgan Crane
Destiny Crawford

JR

SR

-

Desiree Cortez

JR
SO

-

Jensen

JR

SO

-

Timothy Conn
Edwidge Constant

JR
SR

-

Coats

Depuy

SR

-

Laramie Cochran

Andrea

SR

-

-

Emilie Climer

Jonathan Davis

FR

-

Yabing Chen
Sophia Chimento
Kayla Christopher
Brittany Cissna

Monroe

SR

-

Joshua Chavana

Abigail

JR

-

Nathaniel Cason
Sierra Casten

FR

SO
SO
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Christina Dewar

Abigail

SR
SR

-

Andrea Doto

SR

-

-

Doto

FR

-

Courtney Dilley
Daniel Dizon

SO

-

Patricia Dickson

FR

-

Kalen Dotson

SO

-

Emily Downing SR
Emily Dzurilla SR
Alyssa Edwards SO
-

-

-

Kisakye Edwards
Destiny Elmore
Engelke
Richard Ernst

GR

-

JR

-

Colton

JR

-

Victor Ekwere Jr.

SO

-

SO

-

Amy Escobar JR
Makenzie Estep
FR
-

-

Jasmine Farrar

PR

-

Amelia Faulkner

Abigail Feltham

David
Linda

Ferreyro
Fleming

SR

-

SR

-

SR

-

Hannah Fletcher
Mia Flores
David

-

Floyd

Troy Francis

SR

-

SO

-

FR

GR

-

-

Rachel Frazer

SR
SR

-

Stephen Freund

SR
Payton Fronczak SO
Danielle Fulton
SR
-

-

-
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River

Galloway

Elijah

SR

-

Garcia

SR

-

Garman

SR

-

Emily Garvie
Gatling

SO

-

Alton

FR

-

Katarina Gazelka

-

Courtney Gentry

-

Elaine Gibson

SO

-

Cingza Gin
Emily Goelzer

SO

-

SO

-

Matthew Gomez

-

Rachel Gomez

-

Sarah Grasso

Connie Hammond

SO

-

Karina Guzman

-

-

JR

SO

-

Natalie Guttman

Hall

SR

-

Graeff

Kathryne

SO

-

Daniel Gonzalez

FR

SR

-

Selena Gomez

Emma Hales

SR

-

Emily Golding

Arianna Haines

SR

-

Tabitha Golden

Rebeckah Hadick

SR

-

Matthew Goelzer

JR

SR

-

Allison Gilman

JR
SO

-

Mikaela Gibbs

Alycia

JR

-

Laurie Garcia

Tracy

JR

-

Sizwe Gamedze

FR

SR

SO

-

-

-

-

FR

SR
SR
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Parker Hanson
Katina

Harrup
Haynes

JR

-

SR

-

Hannah Helsee

Lydia

SO

-

Quentin

FR

-

Henderson

FR

-

Lauren Hendricks

JR

-

Gabriela Hernandez

JR

-

Michaela Hernandez
Hernandez

Rachely
Higginbotham

-

Hodgson

Kierra Holden

Hannah

JR

SO

-

Rebekah Hirschman
Samuel

JR

-

Sarah

Madison Hiner

SO

-

-

FR

FR

-

SO

-

Holfinger

JR

-

Makenzie
Joshua
Kindra

Hollingsworth
Holsing JR
Holsing SR
JR

-

SO

-

Emily Huene

SO

-

Jacob Huene

FR

-

Michael Huene

FR

-

Hughes

Jeremy Hunt

JR

-

SR

-

Seung-Jun Hwang
Robert Irvin

-

SR

FR

-

Elizabeth Irwin
Nathan Irwin

-

-

FR

FR

Rebecca Jackson
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SO

-

Shelby Hood
Kailey House

Kristian

-

-

-

SR
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Tammy Jackson
Conner Jakovich
Rafael Jaquez

FR

-

FR

-

FR

-

Myesha Jenkins

FR

-

Amanda Jensen

-

Benjamin Johnson

SO

-

Edward Johnson

SR

-

Emmanuel Johnson

SR

-

Elizabeth Jones

SO

-

Raymond Jones

SR

-

Edward Jordan

-

Kaneta

-

Laura Kaneta

-

Rachel Kibble

-

Martha Kilala
Kent

-

Rebecca Kirk

-

Kirkpatrick
Courtney Kleefeld

-

-

-

JR

JR
FR

-

Rachel Knowles

JR

SR

-

Alan Kline

JR

SO

-

Grant

JR

SR

-

Ashlynn Kinzel
Anna Kirby

JR

FR

-

King

Kristaps Kokis
Jack Koszykowski
Luke Kulp
Vonny Kumala
Alyssa Lacourse

FR

-

Harrison Judd

Christy

FR

-

Marley Jones

JR

JR
FR

JR

SO

-

SR

-

SO

-

-

JR

188 PORTRAITS
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Dominic Lara

Ashlyn

SR

-

Latham

Tara Lau

-

Daniel Leander

SR

-

Leupen

Jada Lewis

JR

-

Chaewoon Lee

Charles

SO

-

JR

SO

-

FR

-

Katrunia

Lewis-Fleming

Ailin Li

FR

-

Mary Liannu

PR

FR

-

Paul

-

Liechty SR
Lightfoot FR
Sylvie Lightfoot JR
Alyssa Lillo JR
Joseph Lopez SO
-

Ruth

-

-

-

-

Priscilla

Loya
Peyton Luke

FR

-

-

SR

Miriam Madava
Jae Yoon

SR

-

Shawn Madison

SR

-

Maeng

Esmeralda Martin

FR

-

-

JR

Kasandra Martinez
FR
Cristina Martinez-De-La-Cruz
-

Antavia Mason

Octavia Mason

Maria Mastro
Erica Mathis

-

-

JR

-

SR

SR
FR

Jamia Matthews

-

Taralynn Matthews
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-

SR

-

FR
-

JR
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Victor Mavika
Josabet

SO

-

Mayorga

SO

-

Jonathan McGowan
Connor McGraw

-

Taeyoun McKinzy

Joshua

McKnight

SO

-

-

Lauren Miller

SO

-

Alexander Mills

-

Mills

-

Samuel Mills
Sarah Mitchell

-

-

Thomas Monnier

Morgan
Alyssa Morgenthaler

Augustine Mpemba
Charla Murray

SO

-

-

Glinda Morris
Nicole Mountz

SR

-

Nicole

-

JR

SR
SO

-

SO

-

-

-

FR

FR

-

Samuel Moreira

FR

SR

-

Jessica Moore

SR

SR

-

Nolan Monnier

JR

SO

-

Rachel Moen

JR

SR

-

Miller

JR

SR

-

Miles

Karla Morton

SR

-

Mariah Middlebrooks

Becky

SR

-

Markus Michalak

Taylor

SR

-

-

Kelsey Mendenhall
Lyssa Messerli

JR
SO

-

Caleb Toranzo

Zachary

FR

-

FR
SR

190 PORTRAITS
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Violet Mwanza
Hazel Namaliu
Elisa Nanna

SR

-

SO

-

JR

-

Namita Navam

FR

-

Maureen Nduta

Guilliam Nel

JR

-

Cole Nelson

GR

-

SO

-

Najee Nelson FR
FR
Nhan Nguyen
SO
Rachael Ngwarai
-

-

-

Tavare Nickson

Crystal

Nizza

Ethan Norvell

JR

-

SR

-

JR

-

Ochanya Ocheola-Oki
Renay Olandese SR

-

SO

-

Kaitlyn Olson

JR

-

William Oluwadare
Rebecca Olvera
John Omiesh

Olugbenga

Sara Oord

PR

-

SR

-

SO

-

Omolehinwa

-

-

GR

SR

Rowan

Opheim SR
Desiree Opoku
SR
Somadina Orjiekwe
-

-

-

Noah Orth

Carol

-

Overbey

Hyunsoo

GR

SO

-

Park

Cullen Parker

-

-

SO
FR

SO

Maggie Parsons
Anna Payne
FR

-

FR

-
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Jeremy Pentsil
Michelle Perkins

Timofey Plyushko
Alexa Popa
Joyce Powell
Christopher Power

SR

-

SR

-

GR

-

PR

-

FR

-

GR

-

SR

-

Brianna Prada

SO

-

Prado

Mykala

-

Lauren Prentice
Vauntez Purnell

Raber

Caitlyn

Raber

Rebecca

SR
SO

-

SO

-

Raby

-

Gabrielle

Reding

SR

-

Brittany Reagle

Abigail

SO

-

Benjamin Ray

SR

-

SO

-

-

Hannah Richardson

Julienne Richendollar

JR

SO

-

Jordan Reutter

Angie Reyes
Lydia Reynolds

FR

-

Ana Reed

Natalie Reed

JR
SO

-

Sarah Rausch

Rebello

FR

-

-

Jonathan Ramirez

JR
SO

-

Nathanael Quarles

Abigail

JR

-

Abigail Phillips
Kayleigh Phillips
CaSandra Pleasant

JR

-

-

-

JR
JR

SO

-

FR

-

-

JR
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Evan Ricker

SO

-

Philip Riegert

FR

-

Faith Risher

SR

-

Brianna

Rittgers
Paola Robayo

Ethan Roche

SR

-

SR

-

JR

-

Abigail Rodriguez
Jasmine Rodriguez

JR

Gabrielle Roesler

JR

-

-

Jonathan Roesler

Kayla Roettgers
Rojas JR
David Ropotusin

SO

FR

-

SO

-

Sarah

-

-

Gabriel Rosario
Madeline

SO

-

SR

-

Royalty

Carmen Ruiz
Palmira Ruiz

SR

-

FR

-

FR

-

Rachel

Rummage SR
Rummage FR
Jantzen Ryals
JR
-

Sarah

-

-

Austin
Micah

Ryden JR
Sagabaen
-

Anne Saleem

Stanley Sam

FR

-

-

SR
GR

-

Joshua Samuel

-

PR

Micah Samuelson
SR
Alexander Sanchez
SR
Kelvin Sanchez
SO
-

-

-

Deborah Santillan
SR
Violeta Sarria
SR
-

-
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Victoria

Schinzing

-

Jasmine Schwab
Sean Scoggin
Julia

SO

-

Seigel

SO

-

Rachel Seldenrust

SO

-

Ian Sevier

-

Tegan Sevier
Emma Shaw

-

Katherine Sherwood

-

Nadia Shoot

-

Smith

-

-

Tiara Smith

SO

-

SO

-

Luke

Spinardi
Ssenyonga

-

Bradley Stailey

-

Gavin Steele

FR

-

Strysko
Lexi Sugiyama

-

-

-

JR

SR

-

Abrienne Summerer

JR

SO

-

Christiana

JR

SO

-

Danielle Stavros

Camille Suter

SR

-

Brooklynn Spille

JR
FR

SO

-

Stephen Smithson
Nathan Snuffer

Joshua

FR

-

Summer Smith

JR
SO

-

Hannah Skinner

Benjamin

JR
FR

-

Simon

JR

SR

-

Skeie

JR

GR

-

Julianna Sherman

Kimberlyn
Benjamin

FR

-

Natalie Seale

JR
SR

-

JR
SO
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Christian Swanson
SO
Hudson Taber

-

FR

-

Emily

Tackett

Aaron Tate

Carson

these different

-

-

SR

JR

Teague

-

FR

driving cause behind
this well-loved and much-respected man's actions.
A few months later in October, Campbell's grand
mother [on her father's side] died after a year long
drugs

battle with ovarian

"I had
of

a

never

sudden,

the

were

cancer.

lost anyone close

I had lost five

to me

before, and

people," Campbell

all

said. "I

didn't have the skills necessary to process or cope with
it, and the counseling center [at 0 RU] helped equip me

and helped me process all of my questions and feelings."
Campbell tragically lost five of her family mem
bers all within

a

few months. She knew she had the

great Comforter within her, and yet she also recog
nized this could not be handled alone. She reached
out to

the

community that had embraced her for three

grieved with grace
and clung to the promises of her heavenly Father.
"She had this serenity about her that could only
be attributed to the Holy Spirit in her life," Ariel

years. Her friends watched

Gazelka,

senior

she continued

as

nursing major,

on

in

a

difficult

her senior research

yet every time

iJfiERCOMER

Campbell finished her junior year looking
forward to embarking on her final season at
ORU. She only had one more year to go before
graduating with an undergraduate degree in psychology
and pursuing her dream of being a licensed therapist.

KaYla

Both of her parents were ORU

alumni, and she had re

ceived the Fellow's

as a

scholarship

part of the honors

program, enabling her to attend as well. She was thriving
in her classes and as a leader in the Chaplain program.

Campbell never imagined that the next time she stepped
campus, her life would be drastically different.
Move-in day for head leadership was quickly

onto

approaching when, on July 30, 2016, Campbell re
ceived the most heart-breaking news; her grand
father, grandmother, aunt and uncle had all been
killed in a murder-suicide. Her grandfather, who at
the time was on five different psychotropic medica
tions, was identified as the shooter. Campbell and
her family firmly believe that the interactions of

she

we

with

classes and

project,
talked, she

her situation and chose

said. "I watched

season

to

as

funerals,

more.

And

exalted Christ above

find the

good in the bad."

"God is who He says He is. Even when we don't
understand or we feel broken, God is still good,"

Campbell said. "He is faithful. He provides. He is
worthy to be praised even when it hurts. All we can
do is trust God to bring beauty from ashes and work
all things together for our good. When we expe
rience these low points, it allows us to truly know
what it will be like to experience peaks of happiness.
People are worth it. Love is worth it."
At one of the final chapels of the 2016-2017
school year, Campbell stood on the chapel stage and
received the Overcomer of the Year Award from Presi

dent Wilson. This award is
a

senior who had

"Being

overcome

an overcomer

every year to honor
extraneous circumstances.

given

is all about what God has done

in my situation and what He has

brought me through,"
Campbell said. "It's a testimony, and it was a privilege to

be chosen

to

represent the senior class in this manner."

Campbell experienced

first-hand how the Lord

experiences to cultivate beauty and
strength. Like silver, she was refined by
fire. And like silver, she shined.
can use

to

terrible

reinforce
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Matthew Tedescucci
Noah Tedescucci

SR

-

FR

-

Elizabeth Teeman
Alisha Tharpe

SO

-

-

Bailee Thomas

Blake Thomas

-

Mark
Isaac

Thompson
Tohouegnon

SR

-

Andrei Tone

-

-

Torres-Rodriguez

-

James Tucker

-

-

Elissa Tutton
Unruh

-

-

Keila Valladares

-

Vasiu

-

Tiffany Vidana

-

Timothy Wahl
Denicia Walker

Myaka Walker
Keely Waters
Clark Watson

-

JR

JR

FR
FR

SO

FR

SO

-

SO

-

-

-

JR

SO

-

Ever Vidana

JR
SO

-

Amie Vail

JR

SO

-

Tucker-Alleyne
Lauryn Tumpkin

Georgia

SR

-

Jonas

Megan

FR

-

Matthew Trim
Go Tuang

JR
GR

-

Cristian Trevizo

JR

SO

-

Mirella Torres
Ana

JR
SR

-

Christian McPherson

JR

SO

-

FR

SR
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Hope Way SR
Abby Wayman
-

FR

-

Miranda Weaver
Jonathan West

Brittany

White

Jordan White

JR

-

Duncan White

SO

-

JR

-

Averee Whited

SO

-

Jessica Wildman
Tamika

Wiley

SR

-

SR

-

FR

-

SR

-

Brittany Willcoxon
Jeramy Williams

-

SO

FR

-

Kayla Williams FR
Le'Ryan Williams SO
-

-

Sean Williams

FR

-

Hannah Wilson

Lauren Wood

-

SO

-

SO

Yiting Yao FR
Paige Ybarra JR
Shakir Yerkeyev
SR
-

-

-

Thelzy Zamarron
SR
Jon Zuniga

-

SR

-
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PAIGE

YBARRA

arents

ground

BR'bAKING
On October 24,2016, ORU held the ground-breaking ceremony
for the ONEOK Sports Complex which included new tennis
courts and, for the first time in ORU history, an outdoor track
facility. The complex was built debt-free and in honor of the 50th
anniversary celebration of the schooL ORU plans to host tennis
matches and tournaments,

along with

plex in the following years starting

200 NEWS

track meets, at the com
in the 2017 fall semester.

EKEND
On January 20-21,2017, ORU hosted its first "Parents Weekend."
The weekend was a time for
parents of students to not
time with their

These

only spend

children, but

to

enjoy

events on

campus

as

well.

included chapel, campus tours, RenewU services,
basketball games and a dinner with Dr. and Mrs. Wilson. The
weekend was also a time for parents to learn more about ORU and

get

events

more

© Oral Roberts University

involved in campus life.

student bodr
PRESIDE1�T
As ORU's 2016-17 academic year came to a close, the
process
of choosing a new student body
took
president
place for the
school
upcoming
year-this included campaigning, candidate

forums and

campus wide vote
dential candidates were junior

Bishop

FORUMS

The

presidential student forums were held on January 30,2017,
for on-campus students and
February 8, 2017, for commuters.
the
forums, President Wilson answered submitted
During
and
addressed concerns from the students. Students
questions
also voted on new policy changes with two
topics in particu
lar-dorm life and HPE field test
requirements. Free laundry,
meetings

suggested by

and lower field

students

test

requirements
forums. The topics

during the
reviewed,
laundry was in the works
ter of the
following year.
and free

for the fall

were
were

semes

®

Emily Bishop is announced the
president in chapel.

®

Construction begins for the ONEOK Sports
Complex in October 2016.

©

attending

@

Students visit with their parents
Parent Weekend.

new

Vision. The final

public

relations

student

presi
major, Emily
two

ministry and leadership major, Andrei Tone.
8th, Bishop was named student body president of

the 2017-18 year, taking the
place of former
ment major, Shawn Madison.

RresidentiaI

all

on

and junior

On March

earlier hall

a

body

President Wilson addresses the parents
the first annual Parent Weekend.

during

© Oral Roberts University

president,

govern

PAIGE

MCQUEEN

LIBRARY

grand opening

three-year, 53-million-dollar renovation, the Tulsa Central Library on
5th and Denver officially reopened in October 2016. With new features like a 3D
printing lab, recording studios and a children's play area, the central library loca

After

a

tion offered entertainment to every facet of Tulsa society.
In 2013, construction crews broke ground on a gut renovation of the

50-year
qualified for the
outfitting
library's modern visitor. The project lasted five years, but the library advancements
were extensive. A few of these
updates included 16 meeting spaces, a children's
area that
encouraged interaction with early language, science and more, an early
childhood baby nook, a computer space, technology centers and the first Star
bucks in America to ever be housed in a public library. And of course, lots and lots
of books. By Alyssa LaCourse and Emma Giddens, edited by Paige McQueen
old building,

it with

technological advancements better

filing

CHARGES
County District Attorney Steve Kunzweiler filed first-degree manslaughter
charges against Officer Betty Shelby in the death of Terence Crutcher, 40, who was
fatally shot in an altercation with police on Sept. 16, 2016.
Crutcher's death came after the Tulsa Police Department (TPD) received a call
about an abandoned vehicle in the middle of the road. According to the police video
released on Sept. 18, police arrived on the scene in multiple vehicles and approached
Tulsa

Crutcher who was outside of his stalled car. When he started moving back to his

car

with his hands up, police moved in with guns and Taser drawn. One officer shot the
Taser before Shelby shot and killed Crutcher.

After a long deliberation by the jury,

Shelby was found not guilty of manslaughter
on
May 17,2017. The The victim's family remained gracious despite the decision, but
continued to fight against what they believed was a great injustice.
By Alyssa LaCourse and Paige McQueen

202 NEWS
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CARRIE
FISHER
Iconic for her role

Princess Leia in the "Star Wars" films,
Carrie Fisher died in December 2016 at the
age of 60. It was
as

reported she suffered from cardiac arrest on a plane and died
four days later. There were traces of multiple different
drugs
in her system at the time of death.
to
her
brother,
According
Todd Fisher, Fisher was on several drugs to treat various medi
cal conditions. Despite a long battle with both mental and
physical illness, Fisher was remembered all over the world
for her famous line, "Help me, Obi-Wan Kenobi,
you're
Due
to
Fisher
my only hope."
previous filming,
appeared
in the eighth "Star Wars" installment titled "The Last
Jedi,"

which is

set to

release later in 2017

..
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PAIGE

Aretha
FRANKLIN
The

DAPL

of

Soul, Aretha Franklin, announced her retire
ment on February 9,2017.
"I'll be pretty much satisfied, but I'm not
going to go any
where and just sit down and do nothing. That wouldn't be
good
either," Franklin told Detroit's WDIV Local 4.

Queen

MCQUEEN

Some of her greatest hits included "Respect," "Natural
Woman," "Think," "Chain of Fools" and many more. In 2010,

Rolling Stone named Franklin the best singer of all time. The
74-year-old singer ended her over 50-year career to spend more
time with her grandchildren before they left for college. Before
she said goodbye, Franklin recorded one last album with songs
produced by legend and friend Stevie Wonder.
"Of course, several of the songs are going to be produced
by Stevie," Fraklin told Local 4. "There's only one Stevie, right?"
The album was planned to be released later in 2017. Frank
lin said 2017 would be her last year in concert. Story by Victoria
Atterberry, edited by Paige McQueen

protest

A standout between environmental protectors and
Energy Trans
fer Partners' Dakota Access Pipeline [DAPL] began near the

Standing Rock Indian Reservation in North and South Dakota
in Spring 2016. Hundreds of
protestors gathered and made camp
to
object against DAPL's oil transmission line set to go under the
Missouri River, the community's main water source.
EnergyTransfer argued underground pipeline transportation
was

far safer than trains

would

or

trucks, and the DAPL's

construction

provide thousands

ofjobs. The Standing Rock Sioux tribe
the
environmental consequences of the pipeline,
fought against
a
leak
could
worrying
endanger their water supply. Standing

Rock also had

concerns due to the
proximity of the pipeline to
their reservation and sacred lands.
A temporary ruling on Sept. 16 halted construction on the
DAPL within 20 miles of Standing Rock's water source, but

protests continued

© Oral Roberts University

as

the Sioux

fought

for their land.
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BATTLE
to the TOP
The 2016

election

plethora of diverse
candidates arise to take on the challenge of the highest
office in America. They represented multiple parties in
addition to the traditional Republican and Democratic
parties, including Green, Libertarian and Independent.
As the election progressed further into 2016, candidates
began falling to the wayside as two people, Hillary Clin
ton and Donald
Trump, led the pack. Clinton, America's
first Democratic female finalist, and Trump, who
repre
sented the Republican party, battled it out fiercely. In the
end, America chose Trump to occupy the Oval Office.

HANNAH

206 NEWS
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presidential

saw a

Hillary Clinton was the favorite for the Democratic representative from the
beginning, and this, coupled with the fact she had the potential to be the
first female president in American history, solidified her position as the sole
Democratic representative as the election progressed. However, her popu
larity plummeted when it was revealed that she used a private email server
during her time as Secretary of State, sending and receiving over 60,000
emails while in office. Since the emails'

guilty of sending

release,

it

was

revealed Clinton

was

classified information

through her private server. Despite
opposition
investigationvClin
ton
persevered until she was eventually defeated by Donald Trump.
from several other candidates and the email

TRUMP TOWER
to WHITE HOUSE

from

Donald Trump was determined

go from

president of The Trump
Organization to president of the United States. His experience in
the business world seemed to add to his popularity with Republi
can voters and
may have made him more equipped to manage and
motivate others while making decisions with both short and long
to

consequences. After the election, rumors surfaced about
possibility of Russia hacking the presidential election and

term

the

influencing votes by releasing

stolen

ails

containing damaging
concerning the Democratic party. Trump denied the
possibility of Russian influence causing his success.
Despite the investigation, Trump did not wait long after Inau
guration Day to begin making some changes. In January of2017,
he issued several executive orders, including a
temporary travel
em

information

ban from

seven

from terrorists

specific countries, designed

entering

to

protect America

the country. The order also

temporarily

suspended the allowance of refugees into the country for 120 days
after its execution. During that time, the White House would
review and

who

were

change the procedures

let in would
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for entry into America

so

those

threat.
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Because of the

ongoing

DREYER

civil

war

in

Syria,

the country became

dangerous throughout
poured out of the affected nation, and the death toll of
migrants crossing the Mediterranean Sea reached at least
5,000 by the end of 2016. Countries all over Europe opened
their doors to refugees and built
camps, while humanitarian
aid and volunteers were sent to affected areas. The first
special
U.N. Summit for Refugees and Migrants was held in
Septem
ber to discuss policies to aid migrants and
refugees.
more

zika
VIRUS

2016 and 2017. Millions of refu

gees

In

early 2016,

large

outbreak of the Zika virus

began in many
the
end of the summer, the first
By
of the virus in the continental U.S. stemmed from
a

South American countries.

reported
Florida.

case

Reports from Texas came later in the year. The World
Organization declared the Zika virus a global health
emergency. Spread by a bite from the Aedes species of mosquitos
found across the Americas, the virus was linked to
microcephaly,
a birth defect
causing babies to be born with abnormally small
heads, as well as brain damage. Pregnant women were especially
cautioned to avoid travel to infected areas and
physical contact
with anyone who could potentially be infected. Due to increased
efforts to stop the virus by trial vaccinations and
spraying infected
the
number
of
infected
areas,
people in the U.S. declined substan
2017.
tially by August
Health

--dD;i=

N
nly
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increased
TERRO 1ST
attac s
Beginning with

the attack

terrorist attacks seemed
were

the Orlando

attack,

the

bombing

be

Paris in November

situation in

®

A

©

test for the

the Stockholm truck

church in

to

car

the

bombs, suicide bombings, airport and
and

more.

spread by mosquitos and
poses threat to pregnant women.
of

Normandy,

Ariana Grande concert in Manchester and
Hundreds of people across the globe were killed in

neighborhood attacks, shootings

Zika is

a

an

many
2016 and 2017 due

rA\
�

2015, global

the rise. Some of these attacks

on

nightclub shooting,

hostage

outside

more.

to

on

refugee camp shelters thousands
Syrian refugees.

for the Peace, an event in prodelay in the pact with the
FARC guerrillas, is held in Bolivar Square.

COLUMBIA
strikes peace deal

In

effort

end

50-year feud,

the Colombian gov
with
the rebel group, FARC (the
signed agreement
Armed
Forces
of
Revolutionary
Colombia). The peace deal
was
repeatedly revised by President Juan Manuel Santos and
the Colombian government after former versions of the deal
an

ernment

were

to

an over

an

rejected by

Colombian citizens and

still held reservations

Congress. Though

it, the peace deal was signed
in November as the country
hoped for an era of peace for the
first time in decades.
some

over

Campsite
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stral]ger
THI�GS
On July

15, 2016, the world was gifted with the show "Stranger

Things." A Netflix original series, it subsequently swept the
nation, including the ORU campus. It opened a portal, no pun
intended, into the '80s and presented a suspense-filled story
that kept us guessing every episode. The characters tugged at
our
heartstrings, leading us through the terrifying events in
their lives. The show's writers, Matt and Ross Duffer, along
with Justin Doble, were masters of foreshadowing and molded
a
creepy atmosphere, firmly establishing the show's atten
tion-grabbing charm. Fans of the show eagerly wait for the
upcoming second season,

set to

be released

on

Halloween 2017.

catch
'EMALL
The

of 2016

the emergence of Pokemon Go, and
with it, the fulfillment of the dreams of teenagers everywhere.
Suddenly, everyone could be a real-life Pokemon trainer, and the
summer

streets were
or a

saw

filled with excited players,

Gyarados

around the

hoping to catch a Pikachu

next corner.

0 RU students

were no

different, and the gyms on campus become epicenters of com
petition once the new semester started, teams Mystic, Valor and
Instinct battling for control. It brought people together, giving
them a sense of community and a fun reason to go outside and
socialize, and will always be a fun time in history.

HAMILTON
an

American musical

The love of theatre

can

bring people together

from all walks of

life, and the play, "Hamilton: An American Musical" seemed
to do just that during Thanksgiving week of 2016. The color
ful production followed the life of young Alexander Hamilton,
one of America's
founding fathers, as he took part in the Rev

olutionary

War and the establishment of America. The

play
early 2015,
and tickets to a show grew in cost to nearly $1000. During
Thanksgiving week, "Hamilton" brought in a total of
$3.3 million dollars, breaking the record for most
money earned in a single week, and proving
that learning about history can be fun.
had been

210 NEWS

rising

in

popularity

since its debut in
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VINE
After its launch in 2012, Vine became a core part of millennial
culture. Its video limitations challenged users to fit an entire

story into six seconds. When the company was

bought by Twit
ter soon after its release, it became an
app, and its popularity
soared well into 2015. Millions of people used it to share funny
things that happened to them, perform short skits or even sing
songs. Unfortunately, Vine's success didn't last with other pop
ular apps such as Snapchat stealing the limelight with their
own video features, and the
app was eventually shut down in
late 2016, a sad time for fans everywhere.

ROGUE ONE
Star Wars is

one

of the

popular film franchises in his
intrigued when Disney announced

most

tory, and many fans were
it would be continuing the series. With the
rampant
of "The Force

movie,

Awakens,"

"Rogue

the stage

was

set

success

for the second

new

One."

Taking place shortly before "A New
Hope,"
early struggles of the
Rebellion in their fight against the oppressive Empire, giving
context to many events that would take
place later in the Star
Wars timeline. It was very warmly received,
making over $500
this blockbuster followed the

billion in box offices all

over

the

world, proving that

a

love for

Star Wars is international.

MOST
e___:ry_enSl()e

HOUSE

While Los

CA

Angeles,

one

of the

Air

brought

most

already had the reputation of being
expensive cities to live in, a mansion in Bel

that

foot house had four
and three

and

kitchens,

motorcycles.

whole

level. This

38,000 square

floors, twelve bedrooms,

21 bathrooms

to a

new

and included

The mansion

a

garage full of exotic

cars

completely furnished with
Buyers would also have acquired
seven staff members and their
very own helicopter with their
all
For
the
house
is going for a
this,
purchase.
measly $250 mil
lion, so be sure to grab it before it's gone.
furniture,
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Patriots

COMEBACK
In a game that looked to be a definite win for the Atlanta Falcons, the
New England Patriots battled back from a 25-point deficit to claim
the 2017

Super Bowl championship.

With the

through the third quarter, the Patriots began their
the game. Several key passes from Tom Brady led

28-3

midway
fight back into

score

to

touchdowns

the Patriots in the game, and with 57 seconds left in the
fourth quarter, Danny Amendola tied the score. The game went
to

keep

into overtime for the first time in

continued

to

dominate, and scored

game 34-28 for their fifth

By

halftime of the Thunder's game against the Houston
on
April 23, 2017, Russel Westbrook had achieved

Rockets

the fastest recorded

This included 17

triple-double in the past 20 postseasons.

points,

10 rebounds and 10 assists in the

first 20 minutes of play. He

the second

player to achieve
three consecutive triple-doubles in the playoffs according
to the Thunder, and he set the record for triple-doubles in
a
regular season with 42. The previous record was held by
Oscar Robertson with 41 triple-doubles.

212 NEWS
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Super Bowl history. The Patriots
their last touchdown

Super Bowl title.

to

win the

PAIGE

YBARRA

CUBS WIN
After 108 long years, the
in

an

8-7

victory

over

2,2017. Leading

to

Chicago Cubs won the World Series

the Cleveland Indians
the World

up
claim the National

Series,

on

November

the Cubs

won

103

League Central and beat the
Dodgers
championship to reach the world series.
The Cubs then battled back from a 3-1 deficit,
including win
games

to

in the NL

the last three games of the series. In the final
game,
Dexter Fowler, Javier Baez and David Ross each contributed
homeruns to the Cubs' fight for the win. The game came

ning

down

to a

breaking

tie in the 10th

inning,

batted in

lead the

run

to

until Ben Zobrist hit
team to

a

tie

their victory.

SUMMER
OLYMPICS
The 31st Summer

Olympics

in Rio de

took

place from August 5 to
BraziL The top athletes in

Janeiro,
August 21,2016,
the world came together to compete in various
sporting events
to be called the best of the best, both
individually and as a team.
Events took place at 18 different venues, and the ceremonies
were held in Rio's
largest Olympic venue+Maracana Stadium.
The United States won the most gold medals with 46 and the
medals overall with 121. Great Britain came in second
with 27 gold medals, and China finished in third with 26.
most
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FITBIT
ALTA
With

fun and musical

quirky,

made its break into the

announced

IPHONE 7
could choose between the iPhone 7 or the iPhone7 Plus. The
Plus was larger than any iPhone before it, and featured the new

ranging

from $600

the iPhone 7

was

to

camera

options. Despite

its

high price

$800, Strategy Analytics reported that

the world's

best-selling smartphone

in

Q1-

2017.

214 NEWS

in

early

2017. It

was

satisfying

worldwide.

professionals
improved look, the Alta added text
notifications while still containing most of the same technology
as the Fitbit
Charge HR.

In addition

Apple iPhone 7 came out in September 2016 as one of
the most anticipated devices of the year. It had a much better
camera system than previous iPhones, longer lasting battery
life, stereo speakers, was splash and water resistant and more,
although some were upset by the removal of the headphone
jack. The powerful device came in many colors, and buyers

mode" in the

technology world

"the world's slimmest fitness wristband,"

the desires of fashionistas and business

The

"portrait

as

commercials, the Fitbit Alta
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to

the

new

and
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VIRTUAL
REALITY
When it

UEER

had

customer.

to

do

was

UberEATS

introduced, VR was primarily gaming tech

research and make

download the app, type in his or her cur
rent location and desired destination, and an Uber driver near
the area would be located and contacted, securing a ride for the
one

first

nology designed to provide a realistic aspect to gaming systems
and competitions. By 2017, VR was becoming more available
and compelling to non-garners as well. College students could
explore cities and countries they had never physically been to
in order to become more globally
adept. Astrologers could
the
stars
and
a
on
study
space
personal level. VR was becom
ing the next big thing as it began to change education, improve

The Uber company was originally founded in March of 2009,
but it gained major ground in 2016. Uber rides
completely trans
formed the art of getting a ride outside the realm of taxi services.
All

was

launched in 2014, which also gained
in 2016. The new service allowed users to find
par
was

popularity
ticipating restaurants in their city, order food directly from
app and track their delivery order in real-time.

the
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gaming more

immersive than

ever

before.
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The year
God adds words

comes to a

to our

close, but ourjourney continues

story andpieces

to our

puzzle,

as

until the ultimate

CULMINATION
when He calls

us

home for

ETERNITY
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perihelion
•

Definition:

the

(Noun) Astronomy,

point in

body nearest to the sun.
(Noun) Spirituality, the point closest to

a

path of a celestial

Christ.

•

mission

The mission of the

Perihelion, the student-led annual publica

tion of Oral Roberts

University, is to capture God's work with
people connected to the university.

in each of the lives of the

theme
content

Culminate:

(Verb) to reach a climax or point of highest devel
opment. (Verb) Astronomy, (of a celestial body) to reach the
highest point at the meridian.

All

content was

written, produced and edited by the Perihelion

staff and

contributing writers. Content in the book was deter
mined by the editors-in-chief and executive staff. Editorial
content does not
necessarily reflect the views of the university.
The Perihelion is student-produced and is published as a historical
record of university life

.

•

The

lmages

images and graphics featured in the Perihelion, with the
exception of outside submissions, is wholly the original work of

the

photographers, designers and illustrators employed by Stu
dent Publications and Media. Nikon and Canon DSLR camer
as and flash units were
used, with a combination ofNikon and
Canon lenses. Some

photographers chose to use their personal
equipment.
photographs were edited with Adobe Light
room and Photos
hop.
The

typography

Body copy is set in ll-point Adobe Caslon Pro with 13.2-point
leading and includes a 3-line dropcap. Headlines are set in a
combination ofDidot Regular and Italic. Folios,
bylines and cap
tions

are set

in Helvetica Neue

Medium, Italic

and Ultra Thin

.

•

construction

The 9" by 12" book size 9

printed

All 232 pages are process color
paper in full CMYK color on a

cover.

100

pound gloss
Heidelberg offset press with Smyth

ing

on

and

Sewn

Squarebacked bind

of 1700

copies. The cover is a custom em
using black ink printed on Silktouch
Gray Flannel material with clear varnish added using both
a

press

run

bossed litho fusion

sculpted
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and
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cover

non-sculpted embossing and debossing dyes.

•

creation

The Perihelion

was

distribution

produced using Adobe InDesign CC,
Photoshop CC, and Adobe Lightroom CC.This book
prepared and printed by HerffJones.
was

Adobe

Each full-time student

Student Publications received
helion. Each book

distributed

membership

paid a general fee

on

cost

percentage

approximately

to

semester.

publish The Peri

$30. The Perihelion

was

campus in November 2017.

The Perihelion holds active

legiate Press, College
Press

a

of $306 per

membership with Associated

Col

Advisers, National Scholastic

Media

Association, Oklahoma Collegiate

Media Association

and Columbia Scholastic Press.

special thanks

The Perihelion is thankful

to

tribution and commitment

several individuals for their

to

the

success

The editorial board consists of Stephanie

of the

con

publication.

Hill, Director of Pub

lie

Relations; Dr. Mark Hall, Dean of the College of Arts and
Cultural Studies; and Laura Holland, Chair of the Commu
nications, Arts and Media

thanks Dr. Linda

Department.

The Perihelion also

Student Publications

Director; Jason
Royall,
Howell, Associate Professor of Art; Becky Mills, Commu
nication Arts and Media secretary; Carrie Orth, Student Pub
lications assistant; Blake Freeland, Assistant Athletic Director;
and Mark Moore, University Photographer.

W.

copyright
employment
contact

Perihelion Yearbook 2017 is
Oral Roberts

a

joint literary work copyrighted

University

Student Publications and Media.

No part of this book may be

reproduced without prior consent.

by

Are you interest in

becoming a member of the Perihelion staff?
Design, photography and writing positions are available. To
submit an application or for more information, contact
yearbook@oru.edu.

Oral Roberts

University

Student Publications and Media
Attention: Editor in

Chief, Perihelion Yearbook

7777 South Lewis Avenue

Tulsa, OK

74171

yearbook@oru.edu
ybchief@oru.edu
(918)

495-7080
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Cam, Christian 154
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Canley, Bianca 183
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Carpenter, Caitlin 184
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Case, Miranda 70
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